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About this guide

This guide provides information on setting up, configuring, and maintaining Infor Dynamic Enterprise
Performance Management™ (Infor d/EPM).

Intended audience
This guide is for Infor Consulting Services (ICS), administrators, and business modelers responsible
for implementing the Infor d/EPM applications.

Organization
This table describes the sections of this guide:

DescriptionSection

This chapter describes the applications.Overview

This chapter provides recommendations on rules used by the
Budgeting & Planning business model in Designer.

Rules

This chapter describes the settings of the Budgeting & Planning
business model in Designer.

Planning Settings

This chapter provides information on how to set up the cash
flow feature.

Cash flow set up for Budgeting &
Planning

This chapter describes specific dimensions used by Budgeting
& Planning.

Dimensions

This chapter provides information on the cubes and dimensions
that build the Budgeting & Planning data model.

Data model

General information
Although we mention specific names for menu navigation, dimensions, members, and attributes
throughout the documentation, these names can be customized by your administrator.

Throughout this guide, the terms element and member are interchangeable, as are the terms leaf and
base.
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Related documents
You can find the documents in the documentation section on the Infor Xtreme Support portal.

Administrators
Refer to these guides:

• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management Platform Support Guide
• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management Release Notes
• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management Installation Guide
• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management Administration Guide
• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management Configuration Guide for Infor ION
• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management (Single Tenant) Integration Guide for Infor

CloudSuite Financials & Supply Management (Multi-tenant)
• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management Integration Guide for Infor CloudSuite Financials

& Supply Management: Single Tenant or On-premises
• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management Integration Guide for PM Source Views
• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management Table-based Integration Guide

See the Infor BI Hardware Recommendations Guide for hardware recommendations and sizing
considerations.

See the Infor BI Installation Guide for details on installing Infor BI.

Users
Refer to these guides:

• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management Budgeting & Planning User Guide
• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management  Financial Consolidation User Guide
• Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management Workforce Planning User Guide

Navigating to the Infor d/EPM documentation
If the documentation is updated after the product release, new versions are posted on
https://www.inforxtreme.com.

You should check this website periodically for updated documentation.

1 Go to Infor Xtreme.
2 Click Search > Browse Documentation.
3 From the Product Line list, select PM and click Browse.
4 In the left pane, go to d/EPM.

The BI documentation is located under the PM > BI category.
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Documentation notes
This guide references the technical names for elements. The technical names are displayed in OLAP
Administration. Designer and Application Studio use the element descriptions.

DescriptionTechnical name

System Users#_SysUsr

Available dimensions#__DIM__

Role dimension#__GRP__

Available cubes#__TAB__

Main DimensionsALDDIMENSION

Iteration DimensionALDITERATION

Account Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ACCOUNT

Analysis 01 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_01

Analysis 02 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_02

Analysis 03 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_03

Analysis 04 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_04

Analysis 05 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_05

Analysis 06 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_06

Analysis 07 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_07

Analysis 08 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_08

Analysis 09 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_09

Analysis 10 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_10

Analysis 11 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_11

Analysis 12 Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_12

Detail Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_DETAIL

Employee Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_EMPLOYEE

Item Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ITEM

Job Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_JOB

Organization Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_ORGANIZATION

Position Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_POSITION

Primary Segment Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_PSEGMENT

Request Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_REQUEST

Secondary Segment Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_SSEGMENT
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DescriptionTechnical name

Tertiary Segment Dynamic AttributesATDATTRIBUTE_TSEGMENT

Dynamic Attributes ListsATDLIST

AccountsBPDACCOUNT

Analysis 01BPDANALYSIS_01

Analysis 02BPDANALYSIS_02

Analysis 03BPDANALYSIS_03

Analysis 04BPDANALYSIS_04

Analysis 05BPDANALYSIS_05

Decision PackageBPDANALYSIS_06

Analysis 07BPDANALYSIS_07

Analysis 08BPDANALYSIS_08

Analysis 09BPDANALYSIS_09

Analysis 10BPDANALYSIS_10

Analysis 11BPDANALYSIS_11

StrategyBPDANALYSIS_12

ApplicationsBPDAPPLICATION

CommentsBPDCOMMENT

Planning ConfigurationBPDCONFIGURATION

Configuration PhasingBPDCONFIG_PHASING

Sales ConfigurationBPDCONFIG_SALES

Sales Group ConfigurationBPDCONFIG_SALES_GROUP

Sales Accounts ConfigurationBPDCONFIG_SALES_MEASURE

CurrenciesBPDCURRENCY

Planning CyclesBPDCYCLE

Cube Default LanguagesBPDDEFAULTVALUE

Schedule DetailsBPDDETAIL

EntitiesBPDENTITY

IntercompaniesBPDINTERCOMPANY

LanguagesBPDLANGUAGE

LevelsBPDLEVEL

NavigationBPDNAVIGATION
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DescriptionTechnical name

Flexible ElementsBPDNO

OrganizationsBPDORGANIZATION

Planning ParametersBPDPARAMETER

Intersegment 1BPDPINTERSEGMENT

AssumptionsBPDPREMISE

Segment 1BPDPSEGMENT

Intersegment 2BPDSINTERSEGMENT

Segment 2BPDSSEGMENT

StepsBPDSTEP

CalendarBPDTIME

Intersegment 3BPDTINTERSEGMENT

Segment 3BPDTSEGMENT

VersionBPDVERSION

Cash Flow AccountsCFDCASHFLOW

Cash Flow ConfigurationCFDCONFIG_CASHFLOW

Capital Planning Fund TypesCPDFUNDTYPE

Capital Planning ItemsCPDITEM

Capital Planning RequestsCPDREQUEST

Capital Planning Request TypesCPDREQUESTTYPE

Dimension Mapping ElementsDMDAPEL

Import SettingsDMDIMPORTSET

Dimension Mapping ProfilesDMDMAPPROFILE

Entity CurrenciesEXDCCURRENCY

Group CurrenciesEXDGCURRENCY

Exchange RatesEXDRATE

Currency typeEXDTYPE

Global Sign Definition Data LayerGSDDATALAYER

Workflow ReferencesPDETDIM

Workflow SettingsPWORKFLOW

Workflow StepsPWORKFLOWSTEP

License dependent System ObjectsSysObj
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DescriptionTechnical name

Workforce Budgeting Action DimensionWBDACTION

Workforce Budgeting Benefit Cost Range Dimen-
sion

WBDBC_RANGE

Workforce Budgeting Calculation Types DimensionWBDCALCULATION_TYPE

Workforce Budgeting Days DimensionWBDDAY

Workforce Budgeting Employee DimensionWBDEMPLOYEE

Workforce Budgeting Job DimensionWBDJOB

Workforce Budgeting Longevity DimensionWBDLONGEVITY

Workforce Budgeting Period DimensionWBDPERIOD

Workforce Budgeting Phasing DimensionWBDPHASING

Workforce Budgeting Position DimensionWBDPOSITION

Workforce Budgeting Progression DimensionWBDPROGRESSION

Workforce Budgeting Salary Table Grade Dimen-
sion

WBDSG_GRADE

Workforce Budgeting Salary Table Step DimensionWBDSG_STEP

Workforce Budgeting Salary Table DimensionWBDSG_TABLE

Workforce Budgeting Based on Benefit Cost Di-
mension

WBD_BASEDON_BENEFITCOST

Workforce Budgeting Benefit Cost DimensionWBD_BENEFITCOST

Workflow ConditionsWFDCONDITION

Workflow Logic IdsWFDLOGIC

Workflow Logic BlocksWFDLOGIC_BLOCK

Workflow Logic MembersWFDLOGIC_MEMBER

Workflow TrackingWFDTRACKING

Dashboards Workbook WizardWWDDASHBOARD

Object Type Workbook WizardWWDOBJECTYPE

Tabs Workbook WizardWWDTAB

Workbook Wizard TypeWWDTYPE

Widgets Workbook WizardWWDWIDGET

WorkbooksWWDWORKBOOK

Integration meta data dimensionXIDMETADATA
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Contacting Infor
If you have questions about Infor products, go to the Infor Xtreme Support portal.

If we update this document after the product release, we will post the new version on this website. We
recommend that you check this website periodically for updated documentation.

If you have comments about Infor documentation, contact documentation@infor.com.
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1Overview

Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management (Infor d/EPM) is a suite of financial applications
that run on the Infor BI platform. It includes applications that address requirements for budgeting and
planning, capital planning, financial consolidation, and strategy management. Configuration of these
modules is completed directly from a source system or through the modeling and administration
components of the Infor BI platform, for example, Infor BI Designer. The application data is stored
within the Infor BI OLAP database. Permission management is handled through a combination of the
Infor BI platform and Infor d/EPM application components. User interfaces, reports, and data entry
forms have been created using Infor BI Application Studio. The Infor d/EPM applications are Infor
Budgeting & Planning, Infor Financial Consolidation, Infor Capital Planning, and Infor Strategy
Management.

Financial Consolidation is used to create consolidated group financial statements for internal and
external audiences. Financial Consolidation can be used independently or it can be integrated with
Budgeting & Planning. Financial Consolidation adheres to reporting standards that includes IFRS,
GAAP and helps to be compliant with Sarbanes-Oxley standards. Infor Financial Consolidation consists
of a web component and a Windows client.

Budgeting & Planning is used to model the impact of different financial plans on the balance sheet and
profit and loss accounts before submitting plans for approval. Typically, Budgeting & Planning is used
for planning in specialized business areas such as sales planning and Workforce Budgeting. These
are integrated into Budgeting & Planning as sub plans and enable planning at a more detailed level
than in the core financial model. Sub plans can be added for any planning component that requires
more detail or different dimensionality than the core financial components. These can be easily integrated
into the navigation.

Capital Planning provides the ability to identify assets, associate them with asset groups and calculate
the related depreciation expense. Capital Planning asset costs can be incorporated into workbooks for
finance and decision packages.

Strategy Management provides the ability to monitor strategic plans by establishing measurable goals,
tactics, and actions. These strategic plan components can be reported on and matched to budget plans
and actuals to provide up to date tracking of the strategic plan initiatives.
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Starting d/EPM
You access the applications through Infor BI Dashboards.

Your administrator will provide you with a user name and password if they are required.

Each session lasts for a period specified in Internet Information Services on the Dashboards server.
You are warned before the session expires and have the option to extend the session. If you do not
extend the session or log off, the session ends automatically and any unsaved changes are lost.

1 Open a browser window and specify the URL.

• If you are using SSL protocol, the URL is https://ServerName/Dashboards.
• If you are not using SSL protocol, the URL is http://ServerName/Dashboards.

2 Select Financial Applications.
3 Click Sign In.
4 Select Financial Applications.
5 Click Open Project.

Model updates
OLAP model updates, for example, additional elements in the system dimensions, additional dimensions
and cubes for new global modules, and Workforce Planning rules are applied by updating the database
in Designer.

The update automatically starts when you open Designer in a new release version. We recommend
that you create a backup of the OLAP model, before migrating to a higher version and starting the
Designer.

In Designer, to complete the update process, select File > Create Database. In the Create Database
dialog box, select the option Recreate entire database and click OK. This recreates the database and
applies the required changes to the OLAP model.

Designer
Designer functions are used to create the OLAP model of Budgeting & Planning.

Do not delete any of the offered cubes, dimensions, and dimension attributes in Designer to ensure
the functionality of the OLAP model and the application.

You can add cubes, dimensions, and dimension attributes to the existing Budgeting & Planning business
model in Designer, especially if you integrate individual sub plans in the model.
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All changes of the Budgeting & Planning business model must be performed within Designer. For the
changes to take effect, you must recreate the OLAP database in Designer. Do not make any changes
directly within OLAP as this can cause issues with the application.

The OLAP database is locked by Designer until all changes are complete and the database has been
recreated. If users access the application while the database is locked, this message is displayed:

The BI tool Designer blocks creating new elements in OLAP 

For example, the BPDLEVEL and BPDPARAMETER dimensions are enabled for synchronization. All
changes completed in OLAP are synchronized into Designer. These system dimensions cannot be
deleted in Designer. OLAP is not aware of this so if you delete the dimensions in OLAP the change is
synchronized back to Designer and the application may fail.

Synchronization is enabled for Budgeting & Planning because there are multiple processes within Infor
d/EPM that require synchronization. Using Designer to maintain and change the OLAP database should
only occur when no users are using the applications.

For further details of the Designer functions, refer to the Designer online help.

Basic concepts
There are some fundamental concepts on which the standard OLAP model is based. It is important to
understand what should not be changed within a customer implementation:

• Data storage in data cubes – built-in logic (basic assumption within global sign definition)

• All values within data cubes are to be stored following this logic:

• Expenses – negative signs
• Revenues – positive signs
• Assets, Liabilities, Equities – positive signs

• This logic is dependent to used weights in BPDACCOUNT

• All individual accounts underneath TOTAL_ACCOUNT are to be set up with weight +1

Following this logic, using negative signs for expenses for data entries and using always weight 1 within
BPDACCOUNT – roll up for Profit and Loss statement is handled. Using accounts with weights -1, the
configuration cubes will not work as configuration flags are read from consolidated elements as well
(-1 + 1 = 0!)

• BPDACCOUNT dimension - Central dimension within BP application for Finance

• Account structure to be set up individually on customer side underneath existing parent
TOTAL_ACCOUNT. The applications expect different parents (Top elements to be defined within
Designer settings) for:

• Profit and Loss Statement
• Assets
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• Liabilities
• Balance Sheet (Assets and Liabilities)

Note: Use always weight 1 for aggregations.

• Important attribute fields to be set

• Account type to be set for:

• Assets – A
• Liabilities – L
• Equity - Q
• Expenses – E
• Revenues – R

• Build logic is based on setting account type, for example:

• Global sign definition
• Account selections for selections within application such as cash accounts, asset categories,

etc.
• Opening balances logic (only A, L, Q)

• Detail settings – detail reports for data entries within finance will be offered based on attribute
settings:

• Schedules (A,B,C,D,E)
• Intercompany (T [True]/[False])
• Segment 1..3 (T [True]/[False])
• Line Details (T [True]/[False])
• Custom Details (1..10, hierarchy information)

• Method 1 .. 4 – defined method for currency conversion

• Writeback of specified values to OLAP as difference

• As data entries are specified on multiple levels (BPDLEVEL), the specified values are written
back as difference values to be able to reproduce specified values. For example:

• Imported Value: 400 (Level Import)
• Data Entry: shows 400 => User is changing to: 600 (replaces 400 through 400)
• 200 is written back as data entry (level INPUT_MAIN)
• 600 is shown within data entry reports (read from Parent TOTAL_INPUT)

• Calculation of the difference for writeback is handled mostly within data entry reports
• This is not valid for configuration values, only for data entries in real data cubes.

• The Entity dimension must have a flat structure. Parent elements within the hierarchy are not
supported.
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Placeholder dimensions
Throughout this guide we refer to placeholder dimensions. A placeholder dimension is a dimension
with generic elements that are used to represent different objects in different slices. For example,
WBDBC_BENEFITCOST is a placeholder dimension containing the generic elements, BENEFIT_0001,
BENEFIT_0002, and so on. In the slice CYCLE_001, BUDGET_01, the BENEFIT_0001 element
represents a benefit called Bonus while in the slice CYCLE_001, BUDGET_02, the BENEFIT_0001
element represents a benefit called Long Term Disability Insurance.

Placeholder dimensions are used to provide flexibility in the data model and for future enhancements.
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2Rules

Currency conversion rules are created automatically and should not be changed in OLAP.

To automatically create currency conversion rules, select Infor Budgeting and Planning >
Configuration > Planning Settings. On the Common Settings tab, click the Browse button of the
Currency Conversion field. You can select one of these options:

• Create rules for the currency conversion

Note: Rules were redesigned in the 11.0 release. After updating, verify all settings and recreate
any custom rules.

• Create rules for no currency conversion

Depending on the chosen option, two different rule sets for currency conversation are created.

If you select Create rules for the currency conversion, this message is shown:

Changing the type of the currency conversion will recreate all system
currency conversion rules. All rules under the main currency conversion
folder will be deleted and recreated. Do you really want to recreate the
rules?

To activate the currency conversion, click Yes. A message shows that the currency conversion rules
were recreated successfully. Click OK.

To check the created rules, select System > Rules in the Designer tree.

This table lists active currency conversion rules for the BPCMAIN, CFCCASHFLOW, and WBCMAIN
cubes:

DescriptionCubeName

All system internal currency con-
version rules.

BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION

System rule for currency EUR.BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION_EUR

System rule for currency GBP.BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION_GBP

System rule for currency JPY.BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION_JPY
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DescriptionCubeName

System rule for currency USD.BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION_USD

All system internal currency con-
version rules.

CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_AD-
VANCED_CURRENCY_CON-
VERSION

System rule for currency EUR.CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_AD-
VANCED_CURRENCY_CON-
VERSION_EUR

System rule for currency GBP.CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_AD-
VANCED_CURRENCY_CON-
VERSION_GBP

System rule for currency JPY.CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_AD-
VANCED_CURRENCY_CON-
VERSION_JPY

System rule for currency USD.CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_AD-
VANCED_CURRENCY_CON-
VERSION_USD

All system internal currency con-
version rules.

WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION

System rule for currency EUR.WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION_EUR

System rule for currency GBP.WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION_GBP

System rule for currency JPY.WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION_JPY

System rule for currency USD.WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION_USD

This table lists the currency conversion rules in ACTUAL_CONS for the BPCMAIN, CFCCASHFLOW
and WBCMAIN cubes:

DescriptionCubeName

All system internal currency con-
version rules.

BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION

System rule for currency EUR.BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVER-
SION_EUR_ACTUAL_CONS

System rule for currency GBP.BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVER-
SION_GBP_ACTUAL_CONS
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DescriptionCubeName

System rule for currency JPY.BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION_JPY_AC-
TUAL_CONS

System rule for currency USD.BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVER-
SION_USD_ACTUAL_CONS

All system internal currency con-
version rules.

CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_AD-
VANCED_CURRENCY_CON-
VERSION

System rule for currency EUR.CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_AD-
VANCED_CURRENCY_CON-
VERSION_EUR_ACTUAL_CONS

System rule for currency GBP.CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_AD-
VANCED_CURRENCY_CON-
VERSION_GBP_ACTUAL_CONS

System rule for currency JPY.CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_AD-
VANCED_CURRENCY_CON-
VERSION_JPY _ACTUAL_CONS

System rule for currency USD.CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_AD-
VANCED_CURRENCY_CON-
VERSION_USD_ACTUAL_CONS

All system internal currency con-
version rules.

WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION

System rule for currency EUR.WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVER-
SION_EUR_ACTUAL_CONS

System rule for currency GBP.WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVER-
SION_GBP_ACTUAL_CONS

System rule for currency JPY.WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVERSION_JPY_AC-
TUAL_CONS

System rule for currency USD.WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ADVANCED_CUR-
RENCY_CONVER-
SION_USD_ACTUAL_CONS

You can integrate additional rules in Designer that consider customer requirements.

To create a rule, right-click the work space of the Rules node and select Create rule. Select a cube
for the new rule and click OK. In the Edit Cube Rule dialog box, specify the new rule.
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This table lists the rules for the allocation calculation on the BPCMAIN, CFCCASHFLOW, and WBCMAIN
cubes. As the basis for the allocation calculation, the input value is transferred as is (the TOTAL_INPUT
element is weighted at 0).

DescriptionCubeName

All allocation rules.BPCMAINBPCMAIN_ALLOCATION

Copies TOTAL_INPUT values to
TOTAL_INPUT_ALLOCATION

BPCMAINBPDLEVEL:TOTAL_INPUT_AL-
LOCATION

Copies TOTAL_INPUT values to
TOTAL_INPUT_ALLOCA-
TION_DP

BPCMAINBPDLEVEL:TOTAL_INPUT_AL-
LOCATION_DP

All allocation rules.CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_ALLOCATION

Copies TOTAL_INPUT values to
TOTAL_INPUT_ALLOCATION

CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW _BPDLEV-
EL_COPY_INPUT_TO_ALLOCA-
TION

Copies TOTAL_INPUT values to
TOTAL_INPUT_ALLOCA-
TION_DP

CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW _BPDLEV-
EL_COPY_INPUT_TO_ALLOCA-
TION_DP

All allocation rules.WBCMAINWBCMAIN_ALLOCATION

Copies TOTAL_INPUT values to
TOTAL_INPUT_ALLOCATION_D

WBCMAINWBCMAIN_BPDLEV-
EL_COPY_INPUT_TO_ALLOCA-
TION_DP

Copies TOTAL_INPUT values to
TOTAL_INPUT_ALLOCATION

WBCMAINWBCMAIN_BPDLEV-
EL_COPY_INPUT_TO_ALLOCA-
TION

This table lists the rules that handle currency differences on the CFCCASHFLOW cube for configured
accounts:

DescriptionCubeName

All system internal currency differences
rules.

CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_CURRENCY_DIF-
FERENCES

System rule for the currency differences
EUR.

CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_CURRENCY_DIF-
FERENCES_EUR

System rule for the currency differences
GBP.

CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_CURRENCY_DIF-
FERENCES_GBP

System rule for the currency differences
JPY.

CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_CURRENCY_DIF-
FERENCES_JPY

System rule for the currency differences
USD.

CFCCASHFLOWCFCCASHFLOW_CURRENCY_DIF-
FERENCES_USD

This table lists the rules for opening balance calculations:
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DescriptionCubeName

Removes P&L account from the
opening balance calculation

BPCMAINBPCMAIN_RE-
MOVE_PL_FROM_CALCULA-
TION

Calculates retained earningsBPCMAINBPCMAIN_CALCULA-
TION_OF_RETAINED_EARN-
INGS

Opening balance ruleBPCMAINBPCMAIN_OPENING_BALANCE

This table lists the files for global sign (GSCSIGNDEFINITION):

DescriptionCubeName

System rule for global sign defini-
tions

GSCSIGNDEFINITIONGLOBAL_SIGN_CON-
FIG_RULES

System rule for OLAP enhance-
ments for calculation of multiplier

GSCSIGNDEFINITIONGLOBAL_SIGN_CONFIG_MUL-
TIPLICATOR
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3Planning settings

This chapter describes the configuration options of the Budgeting & Planning business model that you
manage in the Planning Settings node in the Designer tree.

To access the settings, select Infor Budgeting and Planning > Configuration > Planning Settings.

The Planning Settings consist of these tabs:

• Common Settings
• Model Management
• System Elements
• Currency Settings

Common Settings
On the Common Settings tab, you configure these functions:

DescriptionCommon Settings

To activate the advanced settings, select Activat-
ed from the list. This message is shown: Warn-

Activate Advanced Settings

ing! Activating the advanced settings
will display internal dimensions and
cubes of the system. Changing these
system objects can cause the system
will not work properly. Do you really
want to switch to the advanced config-
uration settings? Click Yes. To apply these
settings, you must restart Designer. When activat-
ed, the System Configuration node that includes
the system dimensions is shown in the Designer
tree.

Shows The metadata is up-to-date or The
metadata is out-of-date. This option is for
the Infor Financials integration feature.

Metadata from Infor Financials
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DescriptionCommon Settings

To activate the cash flow functionality, select En-
abled from the list.
See "Cash flow set up for Budgeting and Planning"
on page 41.

Cash Flow

In addition, you must define the required system
accounts for the cash flow on the System Ele-
ments tab.
See "Defining cash flow system accounts" on page
41.

To enable transaction logging, select Enabled. A
transaction log records every transaction made to

OLAP Transactions logs

an OLAP cube in a separate log file. This log file
is used to restore changes to a cube in the case
a server was unable to save the cube before
shutting down. The transaction log is named after
the cube and has a TRS extension. . The file is
saved in the database directory.

Used to select which dimension should be synchro-
nized for Workforce Planning. After selecting the

Workforce Planning Dimension Settings

dimension, the default hierarchy is synchronized
to an alternate hierarchy.
The alternate hierarchy has uses the same struc-
ture as the default hierarchy. Each parent element
gets new child named after the parent with an un-
derscore in front of the name.

Used to update the translation strings. This is op-
tional.

Navigation Translation Update

To activate the automotive demo cube, select Ac-
tivated.

Activate Demo Cube

Here you configure and start the structure import
from external database source views and the di-

Integration View – Model import

mension mappings. Click the Browse button to
open the Import Model dialog box.

Here you start the data import from external
database source views. Click the Browse button
to open the Import Data dialog box.

Integration View – Data import

Used for table-based integration.Integration Import

Used for table-based integrationIntegration Import

Calendar settings are used for the automatic creation of the Calendar dimension (BPDTIME):
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DescriptionCalendar Settings

Defines the start year in which the Calendar dimen-
sion should start.

Start Year

Defines the end year of the Calendar dimension.End Year

Defines a start month in which the Calendar dimen-
sion should start the fiscal year.

Fiscal Year Start

Click this field to recreate the Calendar dimension
with the given calendar settings. This message is

Calendar Update

shown: Do you really want to recreate
the Calendar dimension? All elements
under the total element will be
deleted. Afterwards the elements will
be recreated. To start the recreation of the
Calendar dimension, click Yes.

Common settings are stored in the Planning Configuration dimension (BPDCONFIGURATION). This
table shows an example:

ValueID

...

DESIGNER_SETTINGS

1ADVANCED_SETTINGS

2020CALENDAR_END_YEAR

01CALENDAR_START_MONTH

2011CALENDAR_START_YEAR

...

2CURRENCY_CONVERSION_TYPE

...

COMMON_SETTINGS

Model Management
On the Model Management tab, you can select custom dimensions of the Budgeting & Planning
business model or the entire business model to backup your dimensions or import the Designer
dimensions into another database.

• You can export the custom dimensions to a file which is used to import into another Designer
database.
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• You can import the custom dimensions from a file that replaces the existing content of the model.
• You can delete existing custom dimensions.

You can use these functions to backup individual dimensions or to delete the provided business model
content with a few clicks. System dimensions are automatically included when exporting and importing.
You should avoid importing system dimensions.

Note: If you delete custom dimensions, the associated data that you have stored will be lost.

The Model Management tab shows a list of the available business model content in the Name column:

DescriptionName

The selected action is performed on the entire business model con-
tent.

Entire Planning Model

The selected action is performed on the entire business model content
with the exception of the system dimensions.

Entire Planning Model without
System Dimensions

Imports and exports the content of the Version dimension.Version

Imports and exports the content of the Entities, Organizations, and
Intercompanies dimensions.

Entire Organizational Structure

Imports and exports the content of the Entities dimension.Entities

Imports and exports the content of the Organizations dimension.Organizations

Imports and exports the entire content of the Segment 1 - 3 and In-
tersegment 1 - 3 dimensions.

Entire Segments

Imports and exports the content of the Segment 1 - 3 dimension.Segment 1 - 3

Imports and exports the content of the Intersegment 1 - 3 dimension.Intersegment 1 - 3

Imports and exports the content of the Accounts and Schedule Details
dimensions.

Accounts and Schedule Details

Imports and exports the entire content of the Analysis Dimension 01
- 12 dimensions.

Entire Analysis Structure

Imports and exports the content of the Analysis Dimension 01 - 12
dimension.

Analysis Dimension 01 - 12

Imports and exports the content of the Cash Flow Accounts dimen-
sion.

Cash Flow Accounts

Imports and exports the entire content of the Entire Dynamic Attributes
dimensions.

Entire Dynamic Attributes

Imports and exports the content of the Employee Dynamic Attributes
dimension.

Employee Dynamic Attributes

Imports and exports the content of the Job Dynamic Attributes dimen-
sion.

Job Dynamic Attributes

Imports and exports the content of the Position Dynamic Attributes
dimension.

Position Dynamic Attributes
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DescriptionName

Imports and exports the content of the Request Dynamic Attributes
dimension.

Request Dynamic Attributes

Imports and exports the content of the Item Dynamic Attributes dimen-
sion.

Item Dynamic Attributes

Imports and exports the content of the Dynamic Attribute Lists dimen-
sion.

Dynamic Attribute Lists

Imports and exports the content of the Organization Dynamic At-
tributes dimension

Organization Dynamic Attributes

Imports and exports the content of the Account Dynamic Attributes
dimension

Account Dynamic Attributes

Imports and exports the content of the Detail Dynamic Attributes di-
mension

Detail Dynamic Attributes

Imports and exports the content of the Analysis 01 - 12 Dynamic At-
tributes dimension

Analysis 01 - 12 Dynamic At-
tributes

Imports and exports the content of the dimensionSegment 1 -3 Dynamic At-
tributes

Imports and exports the entire content of the Capital Planning dimen-
sions.

Entire Capital Planning

Imports and exports the content of the Capital Planning Requests
dimension.

Capital Planning Requests

Imports and exports the content of the Capital Planning Items dimen-
sion.

Capital Planning Items

Imports and exports the content of the Capital Planning Fund Types
dimension.

Capital Planning Fund Types

Imports and exports the content of the Capital Planning Request
Types dimension.

Capital Planning Request Types

Imports and exports the entire content of the Workforce Budgeting
dimensions.

Entire Workforce Budgeting

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Employee
Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Employee
Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Job Di-
mension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Job Di-
mension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Position
Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Position
Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Period
Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Period
Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Phasing
Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Phasing
Dimension
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DescriptionName

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Days
Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Days Di-
mension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Action
Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Action Di-
mension

Imports and exports the contents of the Workforce Budgeting Progres-
sion Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Progres-
sion Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Salary
Table Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Salary
Table Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Salary
Table Step Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Salary
Table Step Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Salary
Table Grade Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Salary
Table Grade Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting
Longevity Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Longevity
Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Calcula-
tion Types Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Calcula-
tion Types Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Benefit
Cost Range Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Benefit
Cost Range Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Benefit
Cost Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Benefit
Cost Dimension

Imports and exports the content of the Workforce Budgeting Based
on Benefit Cost Dimension dimension.

Workforce Budgeting Based on
Benefit Cost Dimension

Imports and exports the entire content of the Planning Parameters
and Levels dimensions.

Entire System Configuration

Imports and exports the content of the Planning Parameters dimen-
sion.

Planning Parameters

Imports and exports the content of the Levels dimension.Levels

Imports and exports the content of the Cube Default Languages di-
mension.

Cube Default Languages

Imports and exports the content of the Assumptions dimension.Assumptions

Imports and exports the content of the Step dimension.Step

Imports and exports the entire content of the Workflow dimensions.Entire Workflow

Imports and exports the entire content of the Workbook Wizard di-
mensions.

Entire Workbook Wizard

Imports and exports the content of the Navigation dimensions.Navigation
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To export a business model content, click the Browse button of a business model content line and
select Export to a file. The Export Dimension dialog box opens. Navigate to the location of the export
file, specify the file name, and click Save. The file type of the export file is by default Structure
model (*.sml).

To import a business model content, click the Browse button of a business model content line and
select Import from a file. A dialog box opens in which you navigate to the location of the import file.
Select the file and click Open. The file type of the import file must be by default Structure model
(*.sml). A message is displayed that the file was imported successfully. The Setting column shows
the date and time of the performed action.

Note: When you import a dimension, existing elements are deleted.

To remove a business model content, click the Browse button of a business model content line and
select Delete the content of the dimension. A message is shown that prompts you to confirm the
action. Click Yes. The message The dimension elements were deleted successfully. is
shown. Click OK. The Setting column shows the date and time of the performed action.

Note: You cannot delete elements of the Planning Parameters and Levels dimensions or system
dimensions.

System Elements
Caution: If the system accounts are not configured correctly, the system will not work.

In the Top Elements Configuration section of the System Elements tab, you configure the required
top accounts:

DescriptionTop Elements Configuration

Defines the top account of the balance sheet. This
setting is required for the Budgeting & Planning
business model.

Balance Sheet

Defines the top account of the assets. This setting
is required for the Budgeting & Planning business
model.

Assets

Defines the top account of the liabilities. This set-
ting is required for the Budgeting & Planning busi-
ness model.

Liabilities

Defines the top account of the profit and loss that
is attributable to parent's equity holder. This setting

Profit and Loss

is required for the Budgeting & Planning business
model. It provides a starting point or top level ac-
count for all Profit and Loss selection dialogs. The
account is also used as the source for the transfer
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DescriptionTop Elements Configuration
from the Profit and Loss statement to the Balance
Sheet’s Retained Earnings.

System elements are stored in the Planning Configuration dimension (BPDCONFIGURATION).
Elements below the node SYSTEM_ELEMENTS are automatically created by Designer.

Elements below TOP_ELEMENTS are used to specify the correct top elements in the account structure.
The settings are used in reports to offer the appropriate account selection.

In the Balance Sheet Profit/Loss section, you configure the required balance sheet profit/loss accounts:

DescriptionBalance Sheet Profit/Loss

Defines the Balance Sheet equity account that will
receive the profit and loss value for the period.

Profit and Loss / Base Account

This setting is required for the Budgeting & Plan-
ning business model.

Defines the account of the retained earnings of the
profit and loss. This must be set for opening bal-
ances to work.

Retained earnings - Profit / Loss

In the Other Elements Configuration section, you define the cash flow system accounts:

DescriptionOther Elements Configuration

The account to which the calculation type for a
certain cash flow account is saved to.

Cash Flow / Account Type

The account of the balance sheet that shows the
closing balance of the cash and cash equivalents.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

The position of the cash flow statement that shows
the total difference of the cash and cash equiva-
lents.

Net increase/decrease in Cash and Cash Equiva-
lents

The account that receives the total currency differ-
ences after the local cash flow is completely recon-

Currency Differences Cash Flow

ciled and the cash flow is already calculated into
group currency.

The cash flow position that shows the opening
balance of the cash and cash equivalents.

Opening Balance Cash

Currency Settings
On the Currency Settings tab, you configure these functions:
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DescriptionCurrency settings

To activate the currency conversion, click the
Browse button of the field and select Create rules

Currency Conversion

for the currency conversion. This message is
shown: Changing the type of the curren-
cy conversion will recreate all sys-
tem currency conversion rules. All
rules under the main currency conver-
sion folder will be deleted and
recreated. Do you really want to
recreate the rules? Click Yes. A message
shows that the currency conversion rules were
recreated successfully. Click OK.

If you installed the sample data, the options are available:

DescriptionCurrency settings

Currency rate set. You can edit and change the
currency rate. To apply the changes, it is required
to recreate the currency rules.

Conversion based on RISING_GROUP_CURREN-
CY

Currency rate set. You can edit and change the
currency rate. To apply the changes, it is required
to recreate the currency rules.

Conversion based on ACTUAL_CONS

Currency rate set. You can edit and change the
currency rate. To apply the changes, it is required
to recreate the currency rules.

Conversion based on BUDGET_01

To add an analysis rate set, in the last row on the tab, click Click to create a new currency rate set.
Then specify a name, select a version and a currency. You can only select one existing element from
the Version dimension. You can select multiple currencies.
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4Repository Administration settings

When setting up your application, there are tasks that must be completed in Repository Administration.

Empty cells setting
You must enable the Representation of Empty Cells option. This option is needed to support zero
suppression and the various reports.

1 Start Repository Administration.
2 Expand Repository Registrations.
3 Expand Financial Applications.
4 Expand Projects.
5 Expand Financial Applications.
6 Expand Report Catalogs.
7 Expand Financial Applications.
8 Select Settings.
9 Click the Global tab.
10 Expand Provider Settings.
11 Select the Representation of Empty Cells option.

The value for this option must be 0.

12 Exit Repository Administration.
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5Defining items in Designer

When setting up your application, there are tasks that must be completed in Designer. For example,
adding dimensions or attributes.

See the Designer online help for information on how to complete any tasks.

Asset categories
Asset categories are used to group assets. For example, you can define a category for furniture and
fixtures. You define asset categories by adding a new child element to TOTAL_ASSETCATEGORY.
TOTAL_ASSETCATEGORY is located under Planning Model > Chart of Accounts > Schedule
Details > Asset Category.

You must specify a name for the asset category and select Positive for the weighting value. Weighting
is used when rolling up data.

Custom detail hierarchies
Before defining the custom detail hierarchies, the Asset attribute for the BPDDETAIL dimension must
be set to true in OLAP Administration.

Custom detail hierarchies are used by the Global Custom Details tab. You must create an alternate
hierarchy under the BPDDETAIL dimension. The name of the hierarchy must begin with
DETAIL_CUSTOM. For example, DETAIL_CUSTOM01. You can define up to ten alternate hierarchies.
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6Cash flow set up for Budgeting and
Planning

This chapter guides you through the process of setting up cash flow for Budgeting & Planning. Cash
flow is the difference in the amount of cash available at the beginning of a period (opening balance)
and the amount at the end of the period (closing balance).

There are two cubes for cash flow:

• CFCCONFIG_CASHFLOW stores the configuration information.
• CFCCASHFLOW stores the transferred data. Currency exchanges are automatically calculated

during the transfer process.

Enabling cash flow
You must enable cash flow before you can begin using the feature.

1 Start Designer.
2 Select Planning as the database.
3 Specify the user name and password and click OK.
4 Expand Infor Budgeting & Planning.
5 Expand Configuration.
6 Select Planning Settings.
7 Click the Common Settings tab.
8 From the Cash Flow list, select Enabled.

You must recreate the database after enabling cash flow.

Defining cash flow system accounts
After enabling the cash flow feature, you must define the cash flow system accounts.
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1 Start Designer.
2 Select Planning as the database.
3 Specify the user name and password and click OK.
4 Expand Infor Budgeting & Planning.
5 Expand Configuration.
6 Select Planning Settings.
7 Click the System Elements tab.
8 In the Other Elements Configuration section, select the cash flow system accounts:

DescriptionOther elements configuration

The account to which the calculation type for a
certain cash flow account is saved to.

Cash Flow / Account Type

The account of the balance sheet that shows the
closing balance of the cash and cash equivalents.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

The position of the cash flow statement that
shows the total difference of the cash and cash
equivalents.

Net increase\decrease in Cash and Cash Equiv-
alents

The account that receives the total currency dif-
ferences after the local cash flow is completely

Currency Differences Cash Flow

reconciled and the cash flow is already calculated
into group currency.

The cash flow position that shows the opening
balance of the cash and cash equivalents.

Opening Balance Cash
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7Dimensions

In Designer, you can use two different types of dimensions:

• System dimensions: These built-in dimensions are required to create a usable OLAP Server database.
By default, the system dimensions are hidden in the tree structure of the Designer.

• Custom dimensions: Dimensions that are shown in folders in the tree structure of the Designer and
dimensions that you created or modified in Designer to fulfill special requirements of your Budgeting
& Planning business model.

Note:  Custom dimensions can contain system elements. For example, the N.A. (unassigned
elements) and TOTAL elements. These are built-in elements and cannot be deleted.

Built-in system dimensions
In the Budgeting & Planning standard model in Designer, system dimensions are hidden.

To display the system dimensions in the Designer tree, select Infor Budgeting and Planning >
Configuration > Planning Settings in the tree. On the Common Settings tab, select Activated from
the Activate Advanced Settings list. This message is shown:

Warning! Activating the advanced settings will display internal dimensions
and cubes of the system. Changing these system objects can cause that the
system will not work properly. Do you really want to switch to the advanced
configuration settings?

Click Yes.

To apply these settings, you must restart Designer. When activated, the System Configuration node
that includes the system dimensions is shown in the Designer tree:

DimensionsFolder

Planning Cycles
Comments

System Configuration

Workflow References
Workflow Steps

Workflow
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DimensionsFolder
Workflow Settings
Applications
Workflow Conditions
Workflow Logic Ids
Workflow Logic Blocks
Workflow Logic Members
Workflow Tracking

Entity Currencies
Currencies

Currency Exchange

Exchange Rates
Group Currencies
Currency type

Planning Parameters
Languages

Configuration

Levels
Navigation
Flexible Elements
Assumptions
Configuration Phasing
Steps
Main Dimensions
Iteration Dimension
Global Sign Definition Data Layer
Planning Configuration
Cube Default Languages

Sales Configuration
Sales Accounts Configuration

Sub Plan Sales

Sales Group Configuration

Dashboards Workbook Wizard
Object Type Workbook Wizard

Workbook Wizard

Tabs Workbook Wizard
Workbook Wizard Type
Widgets Workbook Wizard
Workbooks
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Caution: Only users that are members of the Administrator or Business Modeler role should
have access to the System Configuration node. Do not delete elements of system dimensions.
A deletion of elements can lead to an inconsistent OLAP model.

Exceptions
This section describes exceptions that require a change of the system dimensions.

Sub plan integration
Note: Currently, this option is disabled. It will be enabled in a future release.

For sub plan integration into the Budgeting & Planning business model, additional attributes and
elements must be added to the BPDPARAMETER and BPDLEVEL dimensions. Only administrators
or business modelers should add these attributes and elements.

A function is available that is used to create these elements automatically within Application Studio by
an Application Engine process. The Application Engine process creates the required sub plan elements
in the BPDPARAMETER dimension and an CALC_subplan name element in the BPDLEVEL dimension.
In Designer, the synchronization with the OLAP model must be activated so that the new elements are
also saved in Designer. By default, this option is activated for the BPDLEVEL and BPDPARAMETER
dimensions.

Currency dimension
Currency dimensions (Group Currencies, Currencies, Company Currencies) are created in the System
Configuration node when you select company and group currencies in the Currency Settings view
of the Budgeting & Planning business model. To define company and group currencies, select the
appropriate check box of a currency in the Company Currency and Group Currency columns. After
selecting the appropriate check box, you must recreate the related currency dimensions or recreate
the OLAP database.

You can create analysis rate sets using the Currency Settings tab in Designer. This tab is available
under Planning Settings. To add an analysis rate set, in the last row on the tab, click Click to create
a new currency rate set. Then specify a name, select a version and a currency. You can only select
one existing element from the Version dimension. You can select multiple currencies.

Note: 

• You can select one currency as group currency. If you select two or more elements, only the first
one is assigned as group currency.

• When you add a new currency as company currency in the Currency Settings node, this currency
is not yet visible in the OLAP database, because a currency conversion rule does not exist. You
must restart the creation of the currency conversion rules.
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Handling of periods 13–16
For the manual import and analysis of actual data, more than 12 periods per year are required to store
the imported actual data. The additional period elements are in the dimension Levels (BPDLEVEL)
beneath TOTAL_IMPORT_CHANGE and TOTAL_IMPORT.

This table shows the additional elements that are only considered for a manual import of actual data
in Budgeting & Planning (not for opening balances):

Additional elements of dimension BPDLEVEL

TOTAL_IMPORT_CHANGE

IMPORT

IMPORT_P13

IMPORT_P14

IMPORT_P15

IMPORT_P16

......

TOTAL_IMPORT

...

IMPORT_P13

IMPORT_P14

IMPORT_P15

IMPORT_P16

In case of using additional periods P13–P16 an enhanced mapping is required for the standard transfer
process to import actual data from Financial Consolidation in Budgeting & Planning.

This table shows the general mapping that must be implemented for the import of actual data:

TargetSource

BPDLEVELBPDTIMETime

Import / Import OB01_XXXX01

Import02_XXXX02

Import03_XXXX03

Import04_XXXX04

Import05_XXXX05

Import06_XXXX06

Import07_XXXX07
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TargetSource

Import08_XXXX08

Import09_XXXX09

Import10_XXXX10

Import11_XXXX11

Import12_XXXX12

Import_P1313_XXXX13

Import_P1414_XXXX14

Import_P1515_XXXX15

Import_P1616_XXXX16

This table shows the mapping that must be implemented for the standard transfer process to import
actual data from Financial Consolidation in Budgeting & Planning:

TargetSource

BPDLEVELBPDTIMEDCLEVELDPERI-
OD

Import / Import OB01_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

01

Import02_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

02

Import03_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

03

Import04_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

04

Import05_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

05

Import06_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

06

Import07_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

07

Import08_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

08

Import09_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

09

Import10_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

10
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TargetSource

Import11_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

11

Import12_XXXXN elements below HBI "total" except specific ele-
ments P13–P16

12

Import_P1313_XXXXSpecific element P1313

Import_P1414_XXXXSpecific element P1414

Import_P1515_XXXXSpecific element P1515

Import_P1616_XXXXSpecific element P1616

Considering these exceptions, user-specific reports must be added manually to show monthly values
for actuals.

Custom dimensions
Use different folders to structure custom dimensions.

DimensionFolder

CalendarTime

Entities
Organizations

Organizational Structure

Intercompanies

Segment 1
Intersegment 1

Segments

Segment 2
Intersegment 2
Segment 3
Intersegment 3

Accounts
Schedule Details

Chart of Accounts

Analysis Dimension 1
Analysis Dimension 2

Analysis Structures

Analysis Dimension 3
Analysis Dimension 4
Analysis Dimension 5
Analysis Dimension 6 (used by Decision packages)
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DimensionFolder
Analysis Dimension 7
Analysis Dimension 8
Analysis Dimension 9
Analysis Dimension 10
Analysis Dimension 11
Analysis Dimension 12 (used by Strategy Manage-
ment

Cash Flow Accounts
Cash Flow Configuration

Cash Flow

Currency SettingsCurrencies

Planning Settings
Version

Configuration

Custom dimensions contain demo model content that you should update with customer-specific content.

Elements that are created by the system are marked with grey cell background. You cannot change
these elements. These elements are required within the application itself (references in reports and
scripts).

All other elements and attributes with white cell background should be changed to meet customer-specific
requirements.

Example Accounts dimension
These system elements are required and cannot be modified:

• TOTAL_ACCOUNT
• TOTAL_SALES and elements underneath
• TOTAL_WFB and elements underneath
• TOTAL_CP and elements underneath
• ALLOCATION_DRIVER and elements underneath
• N.A.

The structure below TOTAL_ACCOUNT is individual for each customer and can be customized in a
customer project.
You can delete the delivered demo account structures and replace them by individual customer account
structures.
To delete the demo content, select Infor Budgeting and Planning > Configuration > Planning
Settings in the tree. On the Model Management tab, click the Browse button of a single dimension
and select Delete the content of the dimension, or click the Browse button of Entire Planning Model
to remove the whole demo model content.
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Exceptions
This section describes exceptions that require a change of special dimensions.

Intercompany dimension
The Intercompanies dimension (BPDINTERCOMPANIES) is automatically created within Designer
by storing all elements from the Entities dimension (BPDENTITY) beneath an aggregated element for
Internal Partner (INTERNAL_PARTNER).

Accounts dimension
In addition to the standard attribute fields Name, Order Position, and language fields, the Accounts
dimension (BPDACCOUNT) offers these example attribute fields:

DescriptionFields

To specify the account type, double-click a cell
and select one of these types (examples):

Account Type

• None
• Assets = A
• Liabilities = L
• Revenue = R
• Expenses = E
• Equity = Q

To specify the schedule type, double-click a cell
and select one of these types (examples):

Schedule

• Assets & Depreciations = A
• Assets Gross Value = A1
• Depreciation = A2
• Receivables = B
• Liabilities = C
• Accruals = D
• Equity = E

If you select the check box, data of Segment 1 can
be posted to this account.

Segment 1

If you select the check box, data of Segment 2 can
be posted to this account.

Segment 2

If you select the check box, data of Segment 3 can
be posted to this account.

Segment 3
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DescriptionFields

If you select the check box, intercompany relation
data can be specified for that account.

Intercompany

Specifies if the Custom Detail tab is visible.
ID of the alternate hierarchy = visible

Customdetail

For example: [BPDDETAIL].[DETAIL_CUSTOM01]
F - False or empty = hidden

Specifies if the Line Detail tab is visible.
T - True = visible

Linedetail

F - False or empty = hidden

Used for currency exchange methods.
Each method can use a different rate type for each
account.

Method1 - Method4

The methods are defined under Currency Ex-
change > Currency Configuration.
F- closing rate
WA - weighted average rate
H – Historical rate
N – No conversion – for statistical accounts

System attribute for finance writeback.Level

System attribute for finance writeback.Level_Change

The additional fields are important for the planning cycle configuration in Budgeting & Planning and for
the creation of data entry reports.

These attribute fields can be modified if required. For example: Accounts should be available for
segment 1 planning only in Budgeting & Planning not for Financial Consolidation. Therefore, the attribute
field Segment 1 must be enabled.

Schedule Details dimension
The Schedule Details dimension (BPDDETAIL) also offers additional attribute fields: Assets &
Depreciations, Asset Gross Value, Depreciation, Receivables, Liabilities, Accruals, and Equity.

This dimension supports multiple hierarchies. The default hierarchy is BPDDETAIL which contains the
structure for financial schedules.

See "Financial dimensions" on page 97 for information on the other hierarchies.
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8Data model

This chapter includes the description of the Budgeting & Planning data model in Designer.

Although the data model of the Budgeting & Planning application is linked to the data model of the
Financial Consolidation application, it includes specific basic principles that characterize the Budgeting
& Planning data model. Therefore, within this section the different cubes and dimensions of the model
are described.

Cubes
This section describes the cubes that are part of the Budgeting & Planning model.

The delivered cubes of the Cubes node in Designer are system cubes and should not be changed.
You can create additional cubes including existing dimensions and newly created dimensions.

Account assignment

BPCCONFIG_MAIN
This cube is used for the global assignment of accounts to the financial planning steps and sub plans
(predefined accounts which are usable by different sub plans). Within the main cube, only finance and
sales are reflected. You can find additional use cases regarding the account assignment within the sub
plan description.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION
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DescriptionDimensions

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Flat placeholder dimensionBPDNO

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Allocation

ALCCONFIG_ITERATION
This cube is used for the allocation iteration configuration.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Iteration dimensionALDITERATION

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

ALCCONFIG_ENTITY_ACCOUNT
This cube is used for the allocation entity account configuration.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Iteration dimensionBPDITERATION

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

ALCCONFIG_DRIVER
This cube is used for the allocation driver configuration.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY
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DescriptionDimensions

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

ALCCONFIG
This cube is used for the allocation configuration.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Iteration dimensionALDITERATION

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Main dimensionALDDIMENSION

Flat placeholder dimensionBPDNO

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Dependent account configuration

BPCCONFIG_PREMISES
This cube is used for the definition of dependent accounts (assumptions).

DescriptionDimensions

TimeBPDTIME

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Includes the account definitionBPDPREMISE
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Capital Planning

CPCCONFIG
This cube is used to cube store values such as the available and selected depreciation methods and
weighted average cost of capital.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

CPCCONFIG_ASSETCATEGORY
This cube is used to store mappings for asset categories to accounts and useful life.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPCYCLE

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Schedules, sub plan-specific details, and flexible
detail lines

BPDDETAIL

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

CPCCONFIG_POOL
This cube is used for activating pools by cycle and entity.

Note: This cube is not used at this time.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_03

Cash flow

CFCCONFIG_CASHFLOW
This cube is used for the cash flow configuration.
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DescriptionDimensions

TimeBPDTIME

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Schedule detailsBPDDETAIL

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Cash flow accountsCFDCASHFLOW

Cash flow configurationCFDCONFIG_CASHFLOW

CFCCASHFLOW
This cube is used for the cash flow.

DescriptionDimensions

TimeBPDTIME

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

StepsBPDSTEP

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Reflects the organizational structure enhanced by
an internal/external structure

BPDINTERCOMPANY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Currencies of the organizationBPDCURRENCY

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Tertiary segment for financial purposesBPDTSEGMENT

Cash flow accountsCFDCASHFLOW

Customer or industry-specific dimensions that offer
additional analysis for individual customer require-
ments

BPDANALYSIS_01 – BPDANALYSIS_12
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Core

BPCMAIN
This is the main cube of the Budgeting & Planning application.

Data integration with source systems is implemented with the main cube. Approved budget can be
provided by the main cube for source system purposes as process control, for example, cap of budget.

Additionally, data can be transferred between the main cube and Financial Consolidation.

DescriptionDimensions

TimeBPDTIME

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Reflects the internal organizational structure en-
hanced by an external structure

BPDINTERCOMPANY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Currencies of the organizationBPDCURRENCY

Detail dimensions (finance):

Schedules, sub plan-specific details, asset cate-
gories, detail and custom lines

BPDDETAIL

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Tertiary segment for financial purposesBPDTSEGMENT

Analysis dimensions:

Customer or industry-specific dimensions that offer
additional analysis for individual customer require-
ments

BPDANALYSIS_01 – BPDANALYSIS_12

BPCMAIN_SEGMENT
Note: This detail cube is for future use only.
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This detail cube holds intersegment information for Financial Consolidation if required.

DescriptionDimensions

TimeBPDTIME

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Reflects the internal organizational structure en-
hanced by an external structure

BPDINTERCOMPANY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Currencies of the organizationBPDCURRENCY

Segment dimensions (finance):

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT

Partner segment of primary segmentBPDPINTERSEGMENT

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Partner segment of secondary segmentBPDSINTERSEGMENT

Tertiary segment for financial purposesBPDTSEGMENT

Partner segment of tertiary segmentBPDTINTERSEGMENT

CPCMAIN
This cube is used for storing financial data related to Capital Planning.

Note: This cube is not used at this time.

DescriptionDimensions

TimeBPDTIME

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP
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DescriptionDimensions

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Reflects the internal organizational structure en-
hanced by an external structure

BPDINTERCOMPANY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Currencies of the organizationBPDCURRENCY

Schedules, sub plan-specific details, and flexible
detail lines

BPDDETAIL

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Tertiary segment for financial purposesBPDTSEGMENT

Customer or industry-specific dimensions that offer
additional analysis for individual customer require-
ments

BPDANALYSIS 01 - 12

Used to specify request typesCPDREQUESTTYPE

Used to specify fund types.CPDFUNDTYPE

Placeholder dimensionCPDREQUEST

Placeholder dimensionCPDITEM

WBCMAIN
This cube is used for storing detailed Workforce Budgeting data and projections.

DescriptionDimensions

Periods, can be defined as year, quarter, month,
week or pay period

WBCPERIOD

TimeBPDTIME

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY
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DescriptionDimensions

Reflects the organizational structure enhanced by
an internal/external structure

BPDINTERCOMPANY

Chart of accounts plus additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Currencies of the organizationBPDCURRENCY

Schedules, sub plan-specific details, and flexible
detail lines

BODDETAIL

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Tertiary segment for financial purposesBPDTSEGMENT

Customer or industry-specific dimensions that offer
additional analysis for individual customer require-
ments

BPDANALYSIS_01 - 12

Job classesWBDJOB

PositionsWBDPOSITION

EmployeesWBDEMPLOYEE

Currency exchange

EXCRATES
This cube is used to handle multiple rates for currency conversion like historical rates.

DescriptionDimensions

TimeBPDTIME

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Stores historical ratesEXDTYPE

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Reflects the organizational structure enhanced by
an internal/external structure
Related to rate type HI

BPDINTERCOMPANY

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans
Related to rate type H

BPDACCOUNT
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DescriptionDimensions

Includes the company currenciesEXDCCURRENCY

Includes the group currenciesEXDGCURRENCY

Includes the exchange rate typesEXDRATE

BPCCONFIG_EXCHANGE
This cube is used for the currency exchange configuration.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Currencies of the organizationBPDCURRENCY

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Demo Reporting Automotive
The Demo Reporting Cube Automotive is included in this release for the Automotive sector.

You can use it as a sample reference to create your own reporting cubes with reduced dimensions.

It can be activated or deactivated in Infor BI Designer.

Select Budgeting and Planning > Configuration > Planning Settings, then toggle Activate Demo
Cube to select Activated or Deactivated.

For instructions on creating a new cube, see the online help for Designer.

Dynamic attributes

ATCDATA_EMPLOYEE
This cube is used for employee dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION
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DescriptionDimensions

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Application item dimensionWBDPOSITION

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Application item dimensionWBDEMPLOYEE

Dynamic attribute dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_EMPLOYEE

ATCDATA_JOB
This cube is used for job dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Application item dimensionWBDJOB

Dynamic attribute dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_JOB

ATCDATA_REQUEST
This cube is used for request dynamic attributes.

Note: This cube is not used at this time.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION
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DescriptionDimensions

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Application item dimensionCPDREQUEST

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_REQUEST

ATCDATA_ITEM
This cube is used for item dynamic attributes.

Note: This cube is not used at this time.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Application item dimensionCPDITEM

Dynamic attribute dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ITEM

ATCDATA_POSITION
This cube is used for item dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION
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DescriptionDimensions

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Application item dimensionWPDPOSITION

Dynamic attribute dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_POSITION

ATCDATA_ORGANIZATION
This cube is used for organization dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Application item dimensionBPDORGANIZATION

Dynamic attribute dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ORGANIZATION

ATCDATA_ACCOUNT
This cube is used for account dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL
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DescriptionDimensions

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Customer or industry-specific dimensions that offer
additional analysis for individual customer require-
ments

BPDANALYSIS_01 - 12

System generated dimension containing user of
the Repository

#SYSUSR

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Dynamic attribute dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ACCOUNT

ATCDATA_DETAIL
This cube is used for detail dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

TimeBPDTIME

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Schedule detailsBPDDETAIL

Dynamic attribute dimension used for detail lines,
custom lines, and asset categories

ATDATTRIBUTE_DETAIL

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_01
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.
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DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_01

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_01

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_02
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_02

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_02

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_03
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE
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DescriptionDimensions

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_03

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_03

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_04
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_04

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_04

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_05
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION
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DescriptionDimensions

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_05

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_05

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_06
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_06

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_06

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_07
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION
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DescriptionDimensions

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_07

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_07

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_08
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_08

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_08

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_09
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensons

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL
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DescriptionDimensons

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_09

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_09

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_10
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_10

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_10

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_11
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP
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DescriptionDimensions

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_11

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_11

ATCDATA_ANALYSIS_12
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Custom dimensionBPDANALYSIS_12

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_12

ATCDATA_PSEGMENT
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT
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DescriptionDimensions

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_PSEGMENT

ATCDATA_SSEGMENT
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_SSEGMENT

ATCDATA_TSEGMENT
This cube is used for analysis dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Tertiary segment for financial purposesBPDTSEGMENT

Dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_TSEGMENT
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ATCDATA_DRIVER
This cube stores driver dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals and budgetBPDVERSION

Legal Company / entity structure of the organiza-
tion

BPDENTITY

Driver dimensionWDDDRIVER

Driver dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_DRIVER

ATCDATA_CALC_METHOD
This cube stores calculation method dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals and budget.BPDVERSION

Legal Company / entity structure of the organiza-
tion

BPDENTITY

Calculation methodWDDCALC_METHOD

Calculation method dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_CALC_METHOD

ATCDATA_PERIOD
This cube stores period dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

ATDATTRIBUTE_PERIODBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals and budgetBPDVERSION

Calculation methodWDDCALC_METHOD

Period dimension - this serves as a timestamp
(when the data has been entered)

WDDPERIOD

Period dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_PERIOD

ATCDATA_EMPLOYEE_CUSTOM
This cube stores employee custom dynamic attributes.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE
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DescriptionDimensions

Data versions such as actuals and budgetBPDVERSION

Organization or cost center structureBPDORGANIZATION

Period dimension - this serves as a timestamp
(when the data has been entered)

WDDPERIOD

Legal Company / entity structure of the organiza-
tion

BPDENTITY

Position dimensionWBDPOSITION

Employee dimensionWBDEMPLOYEE

Custom employee dynamic attributes dimensionATDATTRIBUTE_EMPLOYEE_CUSTOM

Global configuration

BPCCONFIG
This is a placeholder cube.

DescriptionDimensions

System generated dimension that contains cubes#_TAB_

System generated dimension that contains dimen-
sions

#_DIM_

System generated dimension containing user of
the Repository

#_SYSUSER

System generated dimension containing OLAP
permission roles of the Repository

#_GRP_

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

System dimension navigation (placeholder)BPDNAVIGATION

Budgeting & Planning configuration / settings of
Designer

BPDCONFIGURATION

Each hierarchy represents a list of options that can
be used in dynamic attributes.

ATDLIST

BPCCONFIG_CYCLE
This cube is used for the global planning cycle configuration in Budgeting & Planning. It also stores
global activation flags for modules and dimensions
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DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

BPCCONFIG_ENTITY
This cube is used for the global assignment between the legal entities and the organization elements
(relevant organization elements per entity).

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Version of planning cycle as Budget, Forecast etc.BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Reflects the organizational structure enhanced by
an internal/external structure

BPDINTERCOMPANY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

BPCCONFIG_ENTITY_SEGMENT
This cube is used for the global assignment between the legal entities and the three segments if all
three segments are in use for a cycle (relevant organization elements per entity).

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Version of planning cycle as Budget, Forecast etc.BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Tertiary segment for financial purposesBPDTSEGMENT

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

BPCCONFIG_ANALYSIS
This configuration cube is used for the global assignment between the legal entities / organization and
the possible usage of the 12 analysis dimensions.
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This cube is not used.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Version of Planning Cycle as Budget, Forecast
etc.

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Customer or industry-specific dimensions that offer
additional analysis for individual customer require-
ments

BPDANALYSIS 01 - 12

BPCCONFIG_NAVIGATION
This cube stores a long description for display in navigation.

DescriptionDimensions

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Navigation dimensionBPDNAVIGATION

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Global sign definition

GSCSIGNDEFINITION
This cube is used for the global sign definition.

DescriptionDimensions

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Global sign definition dataGSDDATALAYER

Integration

XICMAIN_APPROVED
This cube is used to store approved budget data for an integration with Infor CloudSuite Financials &
Supply Management. The integration is optional. When the integration is activated, the Publish Budget
Data page is used to publish selected budget data, copying it from BPCMAIN to the
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XICMAIN_APPROVED cube. Published budget data can be used for operational budget enforcement
(budget edits) within Infor CloudSuite Financials & Supply Management. XICMAIN_APPROVED has
the same structure as BPCMAIN but contains only budget data published via the Publish Budget Data
page.

See "Core" on page 58.

Phasing

BPCCONFIG_PHASING
This cube is used for the phasing configuration.

DescriptionDimensions

System user#__SysUsr

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Phasing methods elementsBPDCONFIG_PHASING

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Sales

BPCCONFIG_SALES
This cube is used for the configuration of sales sub plan. It also stores configured combinations and
status information for workflow.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Reflects the organizational structure enhanced by
an internal/external structure

BPDINTERCOMPANY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Tertiary segment for financial purposesBPDTSEGMENT
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DescriptionDimensions

System parameters for the sub plan sales, for ex-
ample, the sales planning status elements

BPDCONFIG_SALES

BPCCONFIG_SALES_GROUP
This cube is used for the sales and cost groups configuration.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Flat placeholder dimensionBPDNO

Configuration of sales groupsBPCCONFIG_SALES_GROUP

Sales measure configurationBPDCONFIG_SALES_MEASURE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Strategy Management

STCCONFIG
This cube is used for storing configuration data for Strategy Management, such as links between tactics
and measures.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Chart of accounts and additional figures / mea-
sures of sub plans

BPDACCOUNT

Schedules, sub plan-specific details, and flexible
detail lines

BPDDETAIL

Customer or industry-specific dimensions that offer
additional analysis for individual customer require-
ments

BPDANALYSIS_12

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER
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Workflow

WFCDEFINITION
This cube is used for defining the workflow.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

OrganizationBPDORGANIZATION

ApplicationBPDAPPLICATION

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Tertiary segment for financial purposesBPDTSEGMENT

Hierarchical approvalBPDANALYSIS 01 - 12

User#_SysUsr

Role#_GRP_

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WFCCONDITION
This cube defines the conditions for a specific application per cycle.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

ApplicationsBPDAPPLICATION

Condition elementWFDCONDITION

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WFCLOGIC
This cube defines the logic for the defined conditions.
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DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

ApplicationsBPDAPPLICATION

Logic groupWFDLOGIC

Logic blockWFDLOGIC_BLOCK

Elements in logic blockWFDLOGIC_MEMBER

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WFCTRACKING
This cube is used for tracking states and statuses of objects in the workflow.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

ApplicationBPDAPPLICATION

Placeholder dimensionWFDTRACKING

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Tertiary segment for financial purposesBPDTSEGMENT

Hierarchical approvalBPDANALYSIS 01 - 12

User#_SysUsr

Role#_GRP_

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER
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WFCCONFIG_APPLICATION
This cube is used for the global application dependency configuration and the application configuration.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

ApplicationsBPDAPPLICATION

Flat placeholder dimensionBPDNO

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Workforce Budgeting

WBCCALCULATION
This cube contains the results of the calculation engine.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Periods, can be defined as year, quarter, month,
week or pay period

WPDPERIOD

TimeBPDTIME

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Placeholder dimension that represents the calcu-
lated budgeting actions for an employee

WBDACTION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Currencies of the organizationBPDCURRENCY

Placeholder dimension representing an action or
calculation category

WBDCALCULATION_TYPE

Placeholder dimension representing an action or
calculation category

WBD_BENEFITCOST
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DescriptionDimensions

Placeholder dimension for range configuration
(incl. caps). Benefits and costs which do not have
ranges only use first element

WBDBC_RANGE

Job classesWBDJOB

PositionsWBDPOSITION

EmployeesWBDEMPLOYEE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WBCMAP_PERIOD
This cube provides configurations and mappings between the Time and Workforce Budgeting periods.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure within the le-
gal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

TimeBPDTIME

Periods, can be defined as year, quarter, month,
week or pay period

WBDPERIOD

Day dimensionWBDDAY

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WBCFC_FACTOR
This cube stores values for various factors that are used for calculations and for period configuration.
It is also used for reporting on Headcount and FTE / Hours, as these are calculated factor values.
Factors are defined on different elements of the BPDPARAMETER dimension, and each factor has its
own dimensionality (i.e., some are defined on periods vs. days, and many exclude WBDACTION).

DescriptionDimension

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Periods, can be defined as year, quarter, month,
week or pay period

WBDPERIOD

TimeBPDTIME

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY
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DescriptionDimension

Organization or cost center structure within of the
legal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Placeholder dimension for budgeting actions as-
signed to an employee

WBDACTION

Placeholder dimensionWBD_BENEFITCOST

Job classesWBDJOB

PositionsWBDPOSTION

EmployeesWBDEMPLOYEE

Day dimensionWBDDAY

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WBCFC_PREMIUM_FACTOR
This cube stores values for various factors that are used for calculating premium actions (i.e., salary
actions that are based on and in addition to Base Salary, such as overtime and shift pay).

DescriptionDimension

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Periods, can be defined as year, quarter, month,
week or pay period

WBDPERIOD

TimeBPDTIME

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure within of the
legal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Placeholder dimension for budgeting actions as-
signed to an employee

WBDACTION

Placeholder dimensionWBD_BENEFITCOST

Job classesWBDJOB

PositionsWBDPOSTION

EmployeesWBDEMPLOYEE

Day dimensionWBDDAY

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER
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WBCCONFIG_ACTION_ORDER
This cube stores details of individual budgeting actions for an employee, including calculation order. It
also stores the activation indicator of jobs, positions, and employees.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

A placeholder dimension representing the budget-
ing actions assigned to an employee, position or
job

WBDACTION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure within of the
legal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Step dimensions reflect the changes made based
on the workflow for one level

BPDSTEP

Placeholder dimensionWBD_BENEFITCOST

Job classesWBDJOB

PositionsWBCPOSITION

EmployeesWBDEMPLOYEE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WBCCONFIG_ALLOCATION
This cube stores the Workforce Budgeting allocation configuration for each position and employee.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

PositionsWBDPOSITION

EmployeesWBCEMPLOYEE

Flat placeholder dimensionBPDNO

Organization or cost center structure within of the
legal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Primary segment for financial purposesBPDPSEGMENT

Secondary segment for financial purposesBPDSSEGMENT

Tertiary segmentBPDTSEGMENT
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DescriptionDimensions

Customer or industry-specific dimensions that offer
additional analysis for individual customer require-
ments

BPDANALYSIS 01 - 12

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WBCCONFIG_BENEFITCOST
This cube stores the configuration of benefits and costs.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Currencies of the organizationBPDCURRENCY

Placeholder dimensionWBD_BENEFITCOST

Used to identify ranges for benefits/costs that have
ranges

WBDBC_RANGE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WBCCONFIG_BENEFITCOST_ASSIGNMENT
This cube is used to store the configuration of benefits/costs that are based on other values (percent
type benefits/costs).

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Placeholder dimensionWBD_BENEFITCOST

Placeholder dimensionWBD_BASEDON_BENEFITCOST

WBCCONFIG_LONGEVITY
This cube stores the Workforce Budgeting longevity rules configuration.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE
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DescriptionDimensions

Data versions such as actuals, projection, budget,
and forecast

BPDVERSION

Placeholder dimensionWBDLONGEVITY

Flat placeholder dimensionBPDNO

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WBCCONFIG_PHASING
This cube stores phasing methods.

DescriptionDimensions

Phasing methodsWBDPHASING

Periods, can be defined as year, quarter, month,
week or pay period

WBDPERIOD

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

WBCCONFIG_PROGRESSION
This cube stores progression rules.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data version as actuals, projection, budget, fore-
cast etc.

BPDVERSION

Placeholder dimensionWBDPROGRESSION

Flat placeholder dimensionBPDNO

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WBCCONFIG_SCENARIO
This cube is used to store the configuration information for scenarios created by the user.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data Version as actuals, projection, budget, fore-
cast etc.

BPDVERSION

Pay / benefit action definitionsWBD_BENEFITCOST

Pay / benefit action instanceWBCACTION

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER
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WBCCONFIG_SETTING
This cube stores the Workforce Budgeting global configuration settings.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

WBCCONFIG_STEPANDGRADE
This cube stores step and grade table configuration.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Data version as actuals, projection, budget, fore-
cast etc.

BPDVERSION

Reflects the changes made based on the workflow
for one level (element of the Levels dimension)

BPDSTEP

Legal company / entity structure of the organizationBPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure within of the
legal entities

BPDORGANIZATION

Currencies of the organizationBPDCURRENCY

Step and Grade salary schedulesWBDSG_TABLE

Grades within a salary scheduleWBDSB_GRADE

Incremental steps within a gradeWBDSG_STEP

Flat placeholder dimensionBPDNO

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Workbook Wizard

WWCDASHBOARD
This cube is used to store configuration values for templates and dashboards used within Workbook
Wizard.

DescriptionDimension

List of all the dashboardsWWDDASHBOARD

Categories of Workbooks and DashboardsWWDTYPE
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DescriptionDimension

Hierarchical list of all the widgets and their object
for each dashboard

WWDWIDGET

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

WWCWORKBOOK
This cube is used for configuration values for workbooks, default workbooks for finance, decision
package, and cash flow.

DescriptionDimension

Planning cycle definitionBPDCYCLE

Includes hierarchies and elements to differentiateBPDLEVEL

List of all workbooksWWDWORKBOOK

Hierarchical list of all the widgets and their object
for each dashboard

WWDWIDGET

Tab definition for each workbookWWDTAB

Categories of workbooks and DashboardsWWDTYPE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Language dimensionBPDLANGUAGE

WWCOBJECTTYPE
This is a placeholder cube and is not used.

DescriptionDimension

List of objectsWWDOBJECTTYPE

Main parameter dimensionBPDPARAMETER

Workforce Planning

WDCDRIVER
This cube is a mapping table and is used to calculate the number of FTE/HC/Hours based on the
company standards. For example, company provides information about production demand such as
how many cups must be created.
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The cube represents storage for all drivers across all site/location/periods. The drivers are loaded for
each period and can be adjusted manually. Drivers can have additional dimensionality which is modeled
by one of the analysis dimensions.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definition.BPDCYCLE

Data version such as Actual, Budget1.BPDVERSION

Period dimension. This serves as a timestamp for
when the data has been entered.

WDDPERIOD

Forecast period dimension that defines the plan-
ning period.

WDDFORECAST_PERIOD

Driver dimension, can be base or calculated.WDDDRIVER

Legal Company / entity structure of the organiza-
tion.

BPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure.BPDORGANIZATION

Job dimension including hierarchy of jobs.WBDJOB

Defines the difference between uploaded and user
modified values.

BPDLEVEL

Represents quantity unit of values. The family used
is defined as an attribute on WDDDRIVER dimen-
sion.

BPDQUANTITY_UNIT

Represents additional data dimensionality. For
example, data not only for a specific month but also
for location/project.
BPDANALYSIS_1 through BPDANALYSIS_12 are
reserved.

BPDANALYSIS_1-N
BPDSEGMENT 1-3

References the alternate hierarchy FREQUENCY.ATDLIST

Planning parameters. Only SUBPLAN_WFD_DRIV-
ER_VALUE is used.

BPDPARAMETER

WDCMAP_DRIVER_CATEGORY
This cube defines the relationship between driver and driver category for a specified cycle and version.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definition.BPDCYCLE

Data version such as Actual, Budget1.BPDVERSION

Category of the driver, common, site, and so on.WDDDRIVER_CATEGORY

Driver.WDDDRIVER

Planning parameters. Only SUB-
PLAN_WFD_IS_MAPPED is used.

BPDPARAMETER
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DescriptionDimensions

1/0VALUE

BPCMAP_QUANTITY_UNIT
This cube is used for conversion between unit of measures.

DescriptionDimensions

Quantity unit.BPDSQUANTITY_UNIT

Represents quantity unit of values. The family used
is defined as an attribute on WDDDRIVER dimen-
sion.

BPDQUANTITY_UNIT

WDCCONFIG
This cube contains all Workforce Planning specific settings per cycle and version.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definition.BPDCYCLE

Data version such as Actual, Budget1.BPDVERSION

Legal Company / entity structure of the organiza-
tion.

BPDENTITY

Settings that are not dependent on calculation have
N.A.

WDDCALC_METHOD

Planning parameters.BPDPARAMETER

WDCASSIGNMENT
This cube contains data related to the driver and assignments.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definition.BPDCYCLE

Data version such as Actual, Budget1.BPDVERSION

Calculation method.WDDCALC_METHOD

Period dimension. This serves as a timestamp for
when the data has been entered.

WDDPERIOD

Forecast period dimension. This defines the plan-
ning period.

WDDFORECAST_PERIOD

Legal Company / entity structure of the organiza-
tion.

BPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure.BPDORGANIZATION
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DescriptionDimensions

Job dimension including job hierarchy.WBDJOB

Represents additional data dimensionality. For
example, data not only for a specific month but also
for location/project.
BPDANALYSIS_1 through BPDANALYSIS_12 are
reserved.

BPDANALYSIS_1-12
BPDSEGMENT_1-3

Driver.WDDDRIVER

Quantity unit.BPDQUANTITY_UNIT

Planning parameters.BPDPARAMETER

WDCCALCULATION
This cube stores actual employee mapping data and calculation results. For example, job to employee
mapping.

DescriptionDimensions

Planning cycle definition.BPDCYCLE

Data version such as Actual, Budget1.BPDVERSION

Calculation method.WDDCALC_METHOD

Period dimension. This serves as a timestamp for
when the data has been entered.

WDDPERIOD

Forecast period dimension. This defines the plan-
ning period.

WDDFORECAST_PERIOD

Legal Company / entity structure of the organiza-
tion.

BPDENTITY

Organization or cost center structure.BPDORGANIZATION

Job dimension including the job hierarchy.WBDJOB

Position dimension.WBDPOSITION

Employee dimension.WBDEMPLOYEE

Driver dimension.WDDDRIVER

Represents additional data dimensionality. For
example, data not only for a specific month but also
for location/project.
BPDANALYSIS_1 through BPDANALYSIS_12 are
reserved.

BPDANALYSIS_1-12
BPDSEGMENT_1-3

Chart of accounts. This represents a measure of
calculation (FTE, hours, HC).

BPDACCOUNT
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Dimensions
The Budgeting & Planning model consists of these dimensions:

Analytical dimensions
BPDANALYSIS_01 - 12

For Budgeting & Planning the analysis dimensions are placeholder dimensions except for BPDANAL-
YSIS_06 which is used by decision packages and BPDANALYSIS_12 which is used by Strategy
Management. In the application standard, these dimensions are not used. They offered additional
analysis for individual customer requirements.
Each of the analysis dimensions contains these structures:

• TOTAL_ANALYSISXX: This element is used as standard "read" reference in reports and scripts.
• N.A.: The unassigned element below TOTAL element used as standard "write" reference in reports

and scripts.

Note: The ID of these standard elements cannot be changed.

Modification of the dimension:

The TOTAL element and the unassigned element N.A. will be generated automatically by Designer.
These elements cannot be changed (ID). The attributes are individually editable.

Interaction with Financial Consolidation:

Only details of schedules and the segments can be integrated into the legal consolidation. The anal-
ysis dimensions are planning details which do not necessarily have a financial purpose.

Interaction with sub plans:

Sub plans can use analysis dimensions as long as it is defined that the sub plan and the main cube
always use the same analysis dimensions. This can be realized within an industry-specific application
or a customer-specific sub plan integration.

BPDANALYSIS_06 system attributes:

Built-in system attributes should not be deleted.

• Dimension provides placeholder elements for decision packages.
• Elements can be added, next free element (no Name stored) is used by the creation process.
• New elements must follow the same type of "serial number".
• WORKBOOK_ID. By creating a decision package, the workbook ID (UN) (from the workbook) is

stored in this attribute field.
• STEP_ID. By creating a decision package, the STEP ID (UN) – selected financial planning step -

is stored in this attribute field, planning step is already selected within the workbook.
• VERSION_ID. After selection of a version within decision package (depending on cycle/step selec-

tion), the VERSION ID (UN) is stored in this attribute field.
• ENTITY_ID. After selection of an entity within decision package (depending on cycle/step/version

selection), the entity ID (UN) is stored in this attribute field
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BPDANALYSIS_01 - 12
• ORGANIZATION_ID. If enabled for step/cycle/version/entity the ORGANIZATION ID (UN) is stored

in this attribute field
• USER_ID. Storing logged in user who created the decision package.
• STATUS. 1/0 => 1 is set to activate the decision package in navigation (make it visible), automat-

ically set within creation process.
• WF_TRACKING_ID. Tracking ID used within workflow cubes is stored in this attribute field
• CYCLE_ID. By creating a decision package, the CYCLE ID (UN) is stored in this attribute field,

cycle is already selected within the workbook
• TACTIC_UN. Selected TACTIC_UN by creating a decision package.
• DISPLAY_ID. Created automatically, requested to be displayed as ID within configuration widget.

BPDANALYSIS_12:

• Used by Strategy Management.
• Elements are created directly within the application.

Capital Planning dimensions
Dimensions are not used at this time.

CPDFUNDTYPE

This dimension includes elements representing the valid fund types that can be used in a plan.

CPDITEM

This dimension includes elements representing itemized details of requests.

CPDREQUEST

This dimension includes elements representing individual requests.

CPDREQUESTTYPE

This dimension includes elements representing the valid request types that can be used in a plan.

Cash flow dimensions
CFDCASHFLOW

This dimension includes the user-defined cash flow accounts that are used by each customer individ-
ually.
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CFDCONFIG_CASHFLOW

This dimension includes the cash flow configuration elements TYPE and WEIGHT.

The dimension contains this structure:

• TYPE: There are four cash flow account types that are used to categorize cash flow positions and
to assign cash flow accounts in Budgeting & Planning. The first three cash flow account types are
automatically calculated:

• Schedule Detail: The calculation for a specific cash flow account is based on a combination of
balance sheet account and schedule detail. The value that is written back to the database for
this cash flow account type is 1.

• Closing Balance: One or more balance sheet and profit & loss accounts are stated. The calcu-
lation looks up the individual accounts and writes back the closing balance of all accounts to
the cash flow position. The value that is written back to the database for this cash flow account
type is 2.

• Change Previous Year: One or more balance sheet and/or profit & loss accounts are chosen
to calculate the cash flow position. Only the difference to last year is transferred to the cash
flow cube. The value that is written back to the database for this cash flow account type is 3.

• Manual: The value that is written back to the database for this cash flow account type is 4.

• WEIGHT (1 or -1): This element is used to increase or decrease the cash flow.

Dynamic attribute dimension
These dimensions should not be edited directly or removed. To add or change dynamic attributes, use
the configuration pages in the application.

ATDATTRIBUTE_ACCOUNT

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for the financial accounts.

ATDATTRIBUTE_ANALYSIS_01 - 12

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for the Analysis dimensions.

ATDATTRIBUTE_CALC_METHOD

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for calculation methods.

ATDATTRIBUTE_DETAIL

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for details, which can represent
line details, asset categories, or custom details.

ATDATTRIBUE_DRIVER

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for drivers.
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ATDATTRIBUTE_EMPLOYEE

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for employees.

ATDATTRIBUTE_EMPLOYEE_CUSTOM

This dimension includes elements representing the custom dynamic attributes for employees.

ATDATTRIBUTE_ITEM

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for item.

ATDATTRIBUTE_JOB

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for jobs.

ATDATTRIBUTE_ORGANIZATION

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for organizations.

ATDATTRIBUTE_PERIOD

This dimension includes elements representing dynamic attributes for periods.

ATDATTRIBUTE_POSITION

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for positions.

ATDATTRIBUTE_PSEGMENT

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for the primary segment.

ATDATTRIBUTE_REQUEST

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for requests.

ATDATTRIBUTE_SSEGMENT

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for the secondary segment.

ATDATTRIBUTE_TSEGMENT

This dimension includes elements representing the dynamic attributes for the tertiary segment.

ATDLIST

Each hierarchy represents a list of options that can be used in dynamic attributes.
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Financial dimensions
BPDACCOUNT

The Accounts dimension reflects the standardized consolidated chart of accounts for the organization.
Additionally, there are technical elements integrated related to sub plans sales and Workforce Bud-
geting.
The account dimension should provide a standardized consolidated chart of accounts of the organi-
zation to ensure correct comparisons between any planning data and the actuals. Therefore, in most
cases, company-specific charts of accounts must be mapped to the standardized consolidated chart.
The dimension provides several attribute fields for all accounts (area TOTAL_ACCOUNT):

• Account Type: All accounts must be assigned to an account type, otherwise they will not be
available for the Budgeting & Planning application.

• A = Assets
• L = Liabilities
• R = Revenues
• E = Expenses
• Q = Equity

The account type for the TOTAL_ACCOUNT element must be empty.
• Schedule: Account assignment to a schedule. If any schedule is assigned, a detail planning must

be completed for the account as part of the Budgeting & Planning application.

• A = Assets
• B = Receivables
• C = Cash
• D = Liabilities
• E = Equity

• Intercompany: Account assignment as an intercompany account. If intercompany is set to true, a
detail planning must be completed for the account as part of the Budgeting & Planning application.

• T = true
• F = false

• Method 1 - 4 (currency exchange method).
• Segment 1 - 3: Account assignment to segments. If any segment is set to true, a detail planning

must be completed for the account as part of the Budgeting & Planning application.

• T = true
• F = false

• Customdetail: Controls the Custom Detail tab. If set to false, the tab is hidden.

• ID of the alternate hierarchy
• F = false

• Linedetail: Controls the Line Detail tab. If set to false, the tab is hidden.

• T = true
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• F = false

In the sales area (TOTAL_SALES), there are several measures listed which are given by the sub plan
sales and should not be changed.
The attribute fields Level and Level Change are used for calculation of difference for writeback to
OLAP (technical attributes).
In the Workforce Budgeting area (TOTAL_WFB), there are also sub plan specific elements which
should not be changed.

Related information:

• Currently, data entry for Assets, Liabilities, and Revenues use a positive sign while a negative sign
is used for Expenses. Therefore, the hierarchy are weighted with 1 on all levels.

• Currently, all attribute fields must be defined using Designer and should be the same in Financial
Consolidation and Budgeting & Planning, if Financial Consolidation is in use.

• In case intercompany or segment details are required by Financial Consolidation, planning can be
set up without details.

Modification of the dimension:

There are load functions available to import customer-specific ledgers. Technical elements related to
the sub plans are added automatically.

Interaction with Financial Consolidation:

Generally, the dimension should have the same structure in the Financial Consolidation and Budgeting
& Planning models to ensure correct data transfers. Additional accounts might be necessary for
planning and budgeting purposes. Therefore, the dimension structure can be different.

Interaction with sub plans:

Basically, account integration in the sub plans is not necessarily required. All financial data calculated
within a sub plan must be transferred to the main cube of the Budgeting & Planning model to ensure
a full integration of the sub plan.

BPDINTERCOMPANY

The Intercompanies dimension reflects the internal organizational structure enhanced by an external
structure.
The dimension should have the same structure in the Financial Consolidation and Budgeting &
Planning models, if Financial Consolidation is in use. All intercompany values are stored on the
companies. All other values are stored on the external element.

Related information:

The usage of the Intercompanies dimension must be activated as part of the cycle configuration.

Interaction with Financial Consolidation:

The structure of the dimension should be the same in the Financial Consolidation and Budgeting &
Planning model.

Interaction with sub plans:
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BPDINTERCOMPANY

Sub plans always should use the Intercompanies dimension to ensure correct data transfer between
the sub plans and the main cube of Budgeting & Planning. The Intercompanies dimension might not
be used within a sub plan if intercompany values do not occur as part of the sub plan.

BPDPSEGMENT / BPDSSEGMENT / BPDTSEGMENT

Segments can be used as customer-specific dimensions to separate business, for example, by business
areas, products, or customer groups.
Within the Budgeting & Planning application there are two main areas where the segments can be
used:

• Financial planning steps: Using the attribute fields Segment 1 - 3 of the Accounts dimension, ac-
counts can be assigned to detail values on segments. Based on this configuration, data entry must
be specified on detail data entry pages if the account is activated for one or more segments.

• Sales planning: In addition to Organizations elements, the segments are used to reflect the required
structures in relation to the sales planning process. A specific sales configuration provides an ac-
tivation of relations which must be part of the sales planning process. Financial data calculated
based on the sales planning process and transferred to the main cube are separated by the seg-
ments as configured and entered as part of the sales plan.

Additional dimension requirements related to customer-specific dimensions should be integrated by
additional sub plans. The segments 1 – 3 should reflect the relation to consolidation and financial
purposes, while additional dimensions can differentiate the data entry based on the sub plan.

Related information:

By default, the dimensions are equal to the dimensions of the Financial Consolidation model. The
segments can be different in the Financial Consolidation and Budgeting & Planning, if required. The
usage of the segments must be activated as part of the cycle configuration in the order primary, sec-
ondary, and tertiary segment.

Modification of the dimension:

There are load functions available to import customer-specific structures.

Interaction with Financial Consolidation:

If you want to transfer data between Financial Consolidation and Budgeting & Planning, the Segment
1, Segment 2, and Segment 3 dimensions must have the same element ID'S.
According to any variances between the applications, a mapping must take place to ensure correct
data transfer to Financial Consolidation.
The Financial Consolidation model provides a specific cube for segments. Values of the Budgeting
& Planning application, detailed by segments are transferred to Financial Consolidation, considering
the separate detail cube using Application Engine processes.

Interaction with sub plans:

The segments can be used for sub plans.
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Integration dimensions
XIDMETADATA

This dimension includes configuration metadata that can be used by an integration, specifically an
Infor CloudSuite Financials integration. If the integration is activated, a specialized Infor Financials
Integration page can be used to initiate configuration metadata, populating the XIDMETADATA dimen-
sion.
Elements leveraged by the Use metadata from Infor Financials utility within Designer include:
GROUP_CURRENCY COMPANY_CURRENCY_001 – 050 <DimensionName>_DIM_LABEL elements
are used to change label of a dimension in Designer and OLAP. For example, BPDENTITY_DIM_LABEL
value "Company".
<DimensionName>_TOTAL_LABEL elements are used to change label of the top level element of
the dimension in Designer and OLAP. For example, BPDENTITY_TOTAL_LABEL value " All Compa-
nies").

Main dimensions
BPDTIME

The Calendar dimension defines the time structure and elements used within the Budgeting & Planning
application. This is a built-in dimension and should not be changed. You can add hierarchies if
needed.
The dimension provides years, quarters, and months (01–12). In case of variant fiscal years in relation
to the calendar year, attributes are used to provide the meaning of each element. Related to opening
balance calculations the element 01 always represents the first element of the fiscal year. Therefore,
01 does not necessarily mean January.

Related information:

Budgeting & Planning handles the changes of values per month.

• Opening balances are always stored on the element 01.
• More detailed planning aspects, for example, weekly or even daily based planning steps are inte-

grated by sub plans.
• Regarding periods 12+ data imports are split between two dimensions Calendar (BPDTIME) and

Levels (BPDLEVEL).

This dimension contains predefined attributes used by the applications.

Interaction with sub plans:

Sub plans can use their own time dimension. As part of the data transfer between the sub plan cubes
and the main cube of Budgeting & Planning, the allocation of the data is organized using the Application
Engine.

BPDCYCLE

The Planning Cycles dimension defines planning cycles. In relation to the Version dimension
(BPDVERSION) data sources and versions can be differentiated per cycle.
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Usually, the first step of all planning activities is an overall strategy of the Organization. This strategy
might remain valid for several years.
Based on this strategy a long-term plan will normally be worked out and updated every year.
Again, based on the long-term plan operative budgets are provided, usually for the actual fiscal year.
Comparisons against the actuals taking place use this budget figures for controlling purposes and
regulations within the operative process.
Several key figures, for example, sales values, are updated during the fiscal year (every month,
quarterly, on demand, etc.). This process brings along different versions of the forecast and shows
the dependency of the different stages of values, all based on the strategy and the long-term plan.
The current planning cycle addresses the latest long-term plan. The different data types described
above and maybe different versions of these figures are differentiated by the source dimension. Even
a complete cycle can be copied and used, for example, for overall or specific scenarios.

Related information:

• Consideration of the Version dimension
• Currently, the dimension provides several placeholders. Setting up a new cycle using the application

does not create a new element but selects the next available placeholder element.
• Currently, the descriptions of the cycles and the translations are stored as values within the cycle

configuration cube.

Modification of the dimension:

Additional cycles can be added. Currently, the dimension provides several placeholders. New elements
should be added using the same logic of a serial number.

Interaction with Financial Consolidation:

In relation between cycle and source the values must be copied to a specific version within Financial
Consolidation.

Interaction with sub plans:

Values of a sub plan have always to be assigned to one cycle (Planning Cycles dimension), one or
more sources / versions (Version dimension), and one or more levels (Levels dimension).

BPDVERSION

The Version dimension provides a differentiation of data coming from different sources, for example,
actuals or projection, and different versions of the data simultaneously. In relation to the Planning
cycles dimension (BPDCYCLE) they are all assigned to one planning cycle and overall strategy.
The Version dimension provides the differentiation of different data sources, for example, system A
and system B, and different versions of data.
Based on the hierarchy and the weight (aggregation), it can be designed which data will be aggregated
to the C members, for example, TOTAL_PROJECTION.
Note: New elements must follow the same logic:

• Additional elements for budget or forecast must be added to both parents, to TOTAL with weight
"0" and to TOTAL_CONFIGURATION with weight "1".

• Element IDs must use the same prefixes, because filters in Application Studio are based on these
prefixes:
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BPDVERSION
BUDGET: Prefix for new budget elements•

• FC_FISCAL: Prefix for new fiscal forecast elements
• FC_ROLLING: Prefix for new rolling forecast elements

• You can define additional analysis rates by adding additional elements underneath CURREN-
CY_ANALYSIS.

Related information:

• Consideration of the Planning cycles dimension

Interaction with Financial Consolidation:

In relation between cycle and source the values must be copied to a specific version within Financial
Consolidation.

Interaction with sub plans:

Values of a sub plan have always to be assigned to one cycle (BPDCYCLE dimension), one or more
sources / versions (BPDVERSION dimension), and one or more levels (BPDLEVEL dimension).

BPDLEVEL

The Levels dimension includes hierarchies and elements to differentiate:

• Opening balances and changes
• Different planning levels related to different sub plans / calling steps as:

• Financial planning
• Organization planning
• Sales planning
• Workforce Budgeting
• Decision packages
• Other sub plans

• Imports, inputs, and automatically calculates values (for example, assumptions/premises)

This dimension separates different values generated along the whole planning and budgeting workflow.
Additionally, the dimension provides the flexibility to integrate as much sub plans as required (as ap-
plications or customer-specific adjustments).
All data imports or entries are calculated and stored as differences. The hierarchy provides the aggre-
gation of already existing values (defaults) used to calculate and store the difference based on the
data entry.

Related information:

There are additional hierarchies within the dimension (for example, organized by a sub plan or workflow)
to provide data access to all values generated by a Budgeting & Planning application.

• In addition to the change structure there is also an opening balance section. Budgeting & Planning
considers opening balance calculations for the time scale configured for the cycle. Therefore,
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based on data entry, the changes are calculated as mentioned above and the opening balances,
if the account type is Asset or Liability.

• The sum of TOTAL_CHANGES and TOTAL_OB = Balance.

Interaction with Financial Consolidation:

Related to the data transfer, values must be summarized as balances (provided by the dimension)
and transferred.

Interaction with sub plans:

Each sub plan must have one or more elements within the level dimension.

BPDSTEP

The Workflow Steps dimension includes flexible and predefined workflow steps.

BPDCURRENCY

The Currencies dimension reflects all local currencies of the organization.
Within one cycle the local currency of the entities, assigned by the configuration of the Budgeting &
Planning application is used for the whole cycle (data entry financial steps and sales). Any data can
be imported to the main cube in different currencies.

Related information:

The company currency assignment for data entry related to financial steps and the sales planning
can be set up as part of the entity activation. According to that, the local currency is the same for all
entries per cycle and entity.

Interaction with sub plans:

Sub plans always should use the Currencies dimension to ensure correct data transfer between the
sub plans and the main cube of Budgeting & Planning.

Organizational dimensions
BPDENTITY

The Entities dimension reflects the organizational structure of entities.

Caution: The Entity dimension must have a flat structure. Parent elements within the hierarchy
are not supported. An activation of the required entities per cycle is provided by the Budgeting
& Planning application. Therefore, not requested entities can be deactivated for the whole
cycle.

The dimension should have the same structure that the dimension has in the Financial Consolidation
model, if Financial Consolidation is in use. An activation of the required entities per cycle is provided
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by the Budgeting & Planning application. Therefore, not requested entities can be deactivated for the
whole cycle.

Related information:

The entity currency assignment for data entry related to financial steps and the sales planning can
be set up as part of the entity activation. According to that, the local currency is the same for all entries
per cycle and entity.

Interaction with Financial Consolidation:

The entity structure should be the same in the Financial Consolidation and Budgeting & Planning
models. In case of variant structures, data transfer must be configured.

Interaction with sub plans:

Sub plans always should use the Entities dimension to ensure correct data transfer between the sub
plans and the main cube of Budgeting & Planning.

BPDORGANIZATION

The Organizations dimension reflects the cost structure of companies.

Interaction with sub plans:

Sub plans always should use the Organizations dimension to ensure correct data transfer between
the sub plans and the main cube of Budgeting & Planning.

System dimensions
BPDPARAMETER

This dimension is the central configuration dimension. It provides base selection structures, required
parameter definitions, and sub plan information.
The dimension has been implemented to organize the global configuration. With regard to the integra-
tion of additional sub plans and customer-specific extensions, the dimension currently contains more
information as required for the Budgeting & Planning application.

Sub plan parameter:

The first level of the Subplan Parameter section provides a list of the sub plans that are integrated in
the Budgeting & Planning application. This list can be used, for example, for any listing of available
sub plans within the application. Each sub plan provides a similar structure:

• The name of the sub plan element, for example, SUBPLAN_SALES
• An account section of required account types for the sub plan, for example, cash account or revenue

account under SUBPLAN_SALES_ACC
• An additional section of required parameters related to the sub plan, for example, SUB-

PLAN_SALES_PARAM.

Account definition (_ACC):
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Each sub plan needs different types of accounts where calculated values will be transferred to in the
main cube of Budgeting & Planning. This list is used for a pre-selection of accounts, which will be
available within the specific sub plan configuration or even the planning itself. In the global configuration
view Sub Plan Account Assignment, you can assign accounts to the different types of accounts
mentioned in the list. The list view provides the available sub plans, except finance. After selecting a
sub plan, the list provides all defined account types for a pre-selection of accounts.

Parameter definition (_PARAM):

Each sub plan needs additional parameters such as activations within the sub plan-specific configu-
ration. All required parameters can be listed centrally as part of this section of the dimension, for ex-
ample, in the view Cost Group Overview / Account Assignment.

Global Parameter:

In the section of the global parameters, a list of required parameters mainly for the cycle and entity
configuration is provided. In addition, the configuration of premises/assumptions, global selection
structures, forecast, version and activation of modules and dimensions are available. This section is
directly linked to different application functions and should not be changed. Additional requirements
should be integrated as sub plans. Therefore, required parameters must be integrated in the Subplan
Parameter section.

Global Feature Parameter:

In the section of the global feature parameters, a list of required feature parameters is provided.

Related information:

The dimension is part of the BPCCONFIG cube to provide access to the dimension. Additionally, the
dimension is part of a couple of sub plan-specific configuration cubes to provide selection structures
and store configuration data, especially in the sub plan parameter section _PARAM.

Interaction with sub plans:

During the design of a sub plan, an additional section per sub plan should be added (example sales).

BPDLANGUAGE

This dimension provides all system languages set up in Designer. The language dimension is currently
used to store translations as values in the configuration cubes.

BPDNO

This dimension is a placeholder dimension. The placeholder dimension is used to set up several lists
of items as financial planning steps or cost and sales groups.
Currently the number of Financial Planning Steps is limited by 100 items within the application. This
number can be raised manually in Designer.

1 Start Designer.
2 Go to the Configuration folder.
3 Click Flexible Elements.
4 Add the desired elements.

Interaction with sub plans:
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The placeholder dimension can be used for sub plans. For example: Set up a new request, loan, or
investment and use the next available element of the placeholder dimension.

BPDDCONFIGURATION

This dimension includes the Designer settings elements, the system elements, the top account ele-
ments, and the common settings elements.

BPDCONFIG_SALES

This dimension includes system parameters for the sub plan sales, for example, the sales planning
status elements.

BPDCONFIG_SALES_GROUP

This dimension includes system parameter for the sales groups.

BPDCONFIG_SALES_MEASURE

This dimension includes system parameters for defining cost and sales groups.

BPDCONFIG_PHASING

This dimension includes the phasing methods elements.

EXDTYPE

This dimension contains two elements OPENING_BALANCE, to differ opening balance exchange
rates in first periods from other exchange rates (element MOVEMENTS).

EXDRATE

This dimension includes the exchange rate types.

EXDCCURRENCY

This dimension includes the company currencies. This is automatically created by defining currency
settings (by recreating the dimension or the OLAP database).

EXDGCURRENCY

This dimension includes the group currencies. This is automatically created by defining currency
settings and includes the defined group currency (by recreating the dimension or the OLAP database).
There can only be one defined group currency. All local currencies are underneath an additional
parent.
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BPDNAVIGATION

This dimension includes the navigation. This dimension is now enabled for permission. By default,
the permission cube #BPDNAV is enabled and in use, default permission are added for standard
repository roles. These attributes must be set:

• ACTIVE - active reports: 1 means activated (visible)
• ReportUN: UN name of the reports should be stored here
• REPORTTYP- Reports or Dashboard: type should be stored

• R – report
• D – dashboard
• DR – dashboard with report navigation

BPDPREMISE

This dimension includes the account assumptions.

PWORKFLOWSTEPS

This dimension in only used for sales workflow.

ALDDIMENSION

This dimension includes the main dimensions to be used in allocations.

ALDITERATION

This dimension includes the iterations to be used in allocations.

GSDDATALAYER

This dimension includes global sign definition elements.

Shared dimensions
BPDDETAIL

This dimension supports alternate hierarchies.

• BPDDETAIL: default hierarchy used for definition of financial schedules (in interaction within Finan-
cial Consolidation).

• ASSETCATEGORY: alternate hierarchy used by Capital Planning and finance, definition of asset
categories.

• TOTAL_DETAIL_LINE: default elements for line detail definition.
• DETAIL_CUSTOM01, DETAIL_CUSTOM02: You can define up to ten default hierarchies for custom

details. New individual hierarchies must start with DETAIL_CUSTOM.
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• STRATEGY_MEASURES: default measures for Strategy Management.
• WB_BENEFITCOST: alternate hierarchy used by Workforce Budgeting.

As details, schedules related to Financial Consolidation or other details can be handled by this dimen-
sion.
By default, the Schedule Details dimensions of the Financial Consolidation and Budgeting & Planning
models are equal and must be configured the same way for both applications. It must be synchronized
manually.
The attributes "Detail" of the Accounts dimension accounts can be assigned to one detail/schedule.
Based on this configuration, data entry must be specified on detail data entry pages, if the account
is activated for one detail/schedule.
Schedules by default:

• A = Assets
• B = Receivables
• C = Cash
• D = Liabilities
• E = Equity

The Asset attribute can be assigned to base elements within custom detail hierarchies containing "T"
for use in asset category assignments.

Related information:

• Beside the schedules given by the Financial Consolidation model, additional and flexible details
can be integrated.

• The usage of schedules must be activated as part of the cycle configuration.
• Currently, only schedules are provided by the Budgeting & Planning application.

Interaction with Financial Consolidation:

The Schedule Details dimensions of the Financial Consolidation and Budgeting & Planning models
should be equal. If required, they can vary. According to any variances between the applications, a
mapping must take place to ensure proper data transfer to Financial Consolidation.
The Financial Consolidation model provides a specific cube for details. Values of the Budgeting &
Planning application, detailed by schedules are transferred to Financial Consolidation, considering
the separate detail cube using Application Engine processes.

Interaction with sub plans:

If accounts are used as part of any sub plan which might be configured to use schedules (for example,
cash account), schedules should be considered in the sub plan as well. Either the schedule information
can be selected on a sub plan-specific data entry page or be configured in advance.
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Workbook Wizard dimensions
WWDDASHBOARD

This dimension used for different dashboard types supported within Workbook Wizard. A different
dashboard should be used for each module. Predefined dashboards are offered for: finance budget
and forecast, cash flow, and decision packages.

WWDWIDGET

This dimension includes a predefined list of available widgets.

WWDTYPE

This dimension is used for separation between modules. The built-in elements are: global, Decision
package, finance. The defined attribute for value is used within Workbook Wizard by defining work-
books. By adding a new tab (report), reports with this prefix as UN are offered. For example: reports
using prefix ww_custom are always offered, bap_ww are only offered by configuring finance workbooks.

WWDWORKBOOK

This dimension includes a list of all existing workbooks. New workbooks get the next free element
under WORKBOOK_CUSTOM. New Decision package workbooks get the next free element under
WORKBOOK_DP.

WWDOBJECTTYPE

This dimension includes a list of objects such as list views, hyperblocks, charts, etc. used in widgets
to display data.

WWDTAB

This dimension includes a list of tabs on a workbook. There are twenty-five predefined tabs.

Workflow dimensions
WFDCONDITION

This dimension is a placeholder dimension for the workflow condition.

• All elements are of OLAP Type Numeric
• All weights are 1
• More members can be added
• All members start with CONDITION_

WFDLOGIC

This dimension is a placeholder dimension for workflow condition logic.
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• All elements are of OLAP Type Numeric
• All weights are 1
• More members can be added
• All members start with LOGIC_

WFDLOGIC_MEMBER

This dimension is a placeholder dimension for the workflow condition logic member.

• All elements are of OLAP Type Numeric
• All weights are 1
• More members can be added
• All members start with LOGIC_MEMBER_

WFDTRACKING

This dimension is a placeholder dimension for workflow tracking.

• All elements are of OLAP Type Numeric
• All weights are 1
• More members can be added
• All members start with TRACKING_

WFDLOGIC_BLOCK

This dimension is a placeholder dimension for the workflow condition logic block.

• All elements are of OLAP Type Numeric
• All weights are 1
• More members can be added
• All members start with LOGIC_BLOCK_

Workforce Budgeting dimensions
WBDPERIOD

This dimension is used to represent the Workforce Budgeting periods. It is created automatically when
BPDTIME is created, after the administrator has configured the Infor d/EPM financial calendar. The
dimension contains top level elements for N.A., TOTAL_FISCAL, TOTAL_FISCAL_YTD, TOTAL_CAL-
ENDAR, and TOTAL_CALENDAR_YTD. All of the base elements in this dimension correspond to
base elements in BPDTIME. The use of this dimension allows (in the future) for budgeting of Workforce
Budgeting data at a different periodicity than the financial calendar. For example, weeks instead of
months.
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WBDJOB

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with the defined jobs. It is provided with two
elements: TOTAL_JOB and N.A.
Additional elements are created when jobs are created in Workforce Budgeting.

WBDPOSITION

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with the defined positions. It is provided
with two elements: TOTAL_POSITION and N.A.
Additional elements are created when positions are created in Workforce Budgeting.

WBDEMPLOYEE

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with the defined employees. It is provided
with two elements: TOTAL_EMPLOYEE and N.A.
Additional elements are created when employees are created in Workforce Budgeting.

WBDSG_TABLE

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with salary tables. This is a placeholder di-
mension. The initial elements include: TOTAL_SG_TABLE, N.A., SG_TABLE_0001, SG_TABLE_0002,
SG_TABLE_0003, SG_TABLE_0004, SG_TABLE_0005, SG_TABLE_0006, SG_TABLE_0007,
SG_TABLE_0008, SG_TABLE_0009, SG_TABLE_0010.
Additional elements are created as needed when more salary tables are created.

WBDSG_GRADE

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with salary table grades. This is a placeholder
dimension. The initial elements include: TOTAL_SG_GRADE, N.A., SG_GRADE_0001,
SG_GRADE_0002, SG_GRADE_0003, SG_GRADE_0004, SG_GRADE_0005, SG_GRADE_0006,
SG_GRADE_0007, SG_GRADE_0008, SG_GRADE_0009, SG_GRADE_0010.
Additional elements are created as needed when more salary table grades are created.

WBDSG_STEP

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with salary table steps. This is a placeholder
dimension. The initial elements include: TOTAL_SG_STEP, N.A., SG_STEP_0001, SG_STEP_0002,
SG_STEP_0003, SG_STEP_0004, SG_STEP_0005, SG_STEP_0006, SG_STEP_0007,
SG_STEP_0008, SG_STEP_0009, SG_STEP_0010.
Additional elements are created as needed when more salary table steps are created.

WBDPROGRESSION

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with progression rules. This is a placeholder
dimension. The initial elements include: TOTAL_PROGRESSION, N.A., PROGRESSION_0001,
PROGRESSION_0002, PROGRESSION_0003, PROGRESSION_0004, PROGRESSION_0005,
PROGRESSION_0006, PROGRESSION_0007, PROGRESSION_0008, PROGRESSION_0009,
PROGRESSION_0010.
Additional elements are created as needed when more progression rules are created.
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WBDCALCULATION_TYPE

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with calculation types used by the calculation
engine. This is a placeholder dimension. The initial elements include: TOTAL_CALCULATION_TYPE,
N.A., CALCULATION_TYPE_0001, CALCULATION_TYPE_0002, CALCULATION_TYPE_0003,
CALCULATION_TYPE_0004, CALCULATION_TYPE_0005, CALCULATION_TYPE_0006, CALCU-
LATION_TYPE_0007, CALCULATION_TYPE_0008, CALCULATION_TYPE_0009, CALCULA-
TION_TYPE_0010.

WBD_BENEFITCOST

This dimension includes a list of elements associated with the benefits/costs. It is a placeholder di-
mension. The dimension has several sections used to categorize the type of benefits/costs:

• TOTAL_BENEFITCOST – This is the top level parent

• N.A.
• TOTAL_BENEFITS – Parent of all benefit types

• TOTAL_SALARY_BENEFITS – Parent of all Salary related benefits

• BENEFIT_SALARY_BASE – Always represents the base salary
• BENEFIT_SALARY_#### - Placeholder elements for additional benefits

• TOTAL_OTHER_BENEFITS – Parent of all non-salary benefits

• BENEFIT_#### - Placeholder elements for other benefits

• TOTAL_COSTS – Parent of all cost types

• COST_#### - Placeholder elements for the costs

Additional placeholder elements are created as needed.

WBD_BASEDON_BENEFITCOST

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with the benefits/costs. It is an exact duplicate
of the WBD_BENEFITCOST dimension. It is required to provide the associated between benefits/costs
and those they are based on (percent types). When additional placeholder elements are created in
WBD_BENEFITCOST they are also created in this dimension.

WBDLONGEVITY

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with longevity rules. This is a placeholder
dimension. The initial elements include: TOTAL_LONGEVITY, N.A., LONGEVITY_0001, LONGEVI-
TY_0002, LONGEVITY_0003, LONGEVITY_0004, LONGEVITY_0005, LONGEVITY_0006,
LONGEVITY_0007, LONGEVITY_0008, LONGEVITY_0009, LONGEVITY_0010.
Additional elements are created as needed when more longevity rules are created.

WBDBC_RANGE

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with benefit/cost value ranges. This is a
placeholder dimension. The initial elements include: TOTAL_BC_RANGE, N.A., BC_RANGE_0001,
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WBDBC_RANGE
BC_RANGE_0002, BC_RANGE_0003, BC_RANGE_0004, BC_RANGE_0005, BC_RANGE_0006,
BC_RANGE_0007, BC_RANGE_0008, BC_RANGE_0009, BC_RANGE_0010.
Additional elements are created as needed when more ranges are created.

WBDACTION

This dimension includes a list of the elements associated with benefit/cost instances for a particular
job/position/employee. The dimension has a several sections, used to categorize the type of action:

• TOTAL_ACTION – Top level element

• N.A.
• TOTAL_DETAIL_ACTIONS – Parent of elements associated with actions assigned directly to

an employee

• ACTION_DETAIL_#### - Placeholder elements for the actions

• TOTAL_GLOBAL_JOB_ACTIONS – Parent of elements associated with actions assigned to a
job

• ACTION_GLOBAL_JOB_#### - Placeholder elements for the job actions

• TOTAL_GLOBAL_POSITION_ACTIONS – Parent of elements associated with actions assigned
to a position

• ACTION_GLOBAL_POSITION_#### - Placeholder elements for the position actions

Additional elements are created as needed.

WBDDAY

This dimension includes a list of elements 1 through 31 representing the days of a month. It includes
a TOTAL_DAY parent and N.A. element.

WBDPHASING

This dimension includes a list of elements associated with phasing methods. This is a placeholder
dimension. The initial elements include: TOTAL_PHASING, N.A., PHASING_001, PHASING_002,
PHASING_003, PHASING_004, PHASING_005, PHASING_006, PHASING_007, PHASING_008,
PHASING_009, PHASING_010.
Additional elements are created as needed when more phasing methods are created.

Workforce Planning dimensions
WDDDRIVER

This dimension defines a driver to use as a baseline for calculations. IDs are predefined placeholders.
Captions define specific names.
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WDDDRIVER_CATEGORY

This dimension defines a category of similar drivers.

WDDCALC_METHOD

This dimension defines a periodicity to use for driver upload, calculations, and so on.

BPDQUANTITY_UNIT

This dimension defines the unit of measure dimension and conversion coefficients between each
other. For example, meters, liters.

BPDSQUANTITY_UNIT

This dimension defines the unit of measure dimension and conversion coefficients between each
other. For example, meters, liters,
This is a duplicated dimension for cube and rule conversions.

WDDPERIOD

This dimension defines the periods. Serves as a timestamp on when the data has been entered.

WDDFORECAST_PERIOD

This dimension defines the planning periods.
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ADisaster recovery guidelines

We recommend you back up these items on a regular basis to facilitate recovery from a catastrophic
event:

With these items, you can recreate the application.

• SQL databases:

• The Repository database. The default name is depm_app_repository.
• The Designer databases. For example, depm_co_designer, depm_app_designer.

• OLAP Server databases

• Consolidation
• Planning

• Locally stored Office Plus reports.
• Other customized files that have been created locally.

Backing up the SQL Server databases
Use Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio to backup the SQL Server databases.

All the existing databases are retained. We recommend backing up the databases.

1 Start Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
2 Connect to the SQL database.
3 Expand Databases.
4 Right-click the existing database and select Tasks > Back Up.
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Backing up the OLAP databases
Before you back up the OLAP databases, end all instances of the OLAP Server. You can do this either
through the Services Management console or Task Manager. After you have stopped all instances of
the OLAP Server, go to the OLAP database root directory and copy the folders with the OLAP database
models that you want to back up. The default location is Users\Public\Public Documents\
Infor\BI\OLAP\Data.
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BDemo Reporting Cube Automotive

These are the standard dimensions from Main Cube Budgeting and Planning which are used in Demo
Reporting Cube Automotive (BPCMAIN_REPORTING):

• BPDTIME: Calendar
• BPDVERSION: Version
• BPDLEVEL_REPORTING: Demo Level Reporting (customized)
• BPDENTITY: Entities
• BPDORGANIZATION: Organizations
• BPDAUTOMOTIVE_REPORTING: Demo Automotive Reporting (customized)
• BPDPSEGMENT: Segment 1 (reduced)
• BPDSSEGMENT: Segment 2
• BPDACCOUNT: Accounts
• EXDCURRENCY: Company Currencies (replaced)

Note: The order of dimensions is important for creating rules.

Replaced dimension
The Company Currencies (EXDCCURRENCY) dimension shows reporting currencies only. This
means that the values stored in local currencies or with several exchange rates are automatically
converted.

This dimension replaces BPDCURRENCY from the Main Cube for Budgeting & Planning.

Note: If you add new currencies, then you must add them in Infor BI Designer and create new rules
for their use.
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Fixed dimension references
If analysis is done in only one cycle, then Cycle 001 in the Cycle (BPDCYCLE) dimension of the main
cube is selected as a fixed reference within the rules.

Removed dimensions
These dimensions have been removed and replaced with a fixed reference to the TOTAL element
within each dimension:

• BPDSTEP
• BPDDETAIL
• BPDINTERCOMPANY
• BPDTSEGMENT 03
• BPDANALYSIS 01-12

Reduced dimension
For the purpose of Demo Reporting Cube Automotive, the Segment 1 (BPDPSEGMENT) dimension
has been adjusted for focused analysis, with only the Automotive element required.

Customized dimension
Because the Level (BPDLEVEL) dimension of the main cube has many elements, it has been
restructured in Demo Reporting Cube Automotive, with fewer elements.
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